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T h e s i s  A b s t r a c t  

Drawing on the example of Mount Saint Vincent University (MSVU), this 

thesis contends that current developments in communication technology are blumng 

the distinction between distance education and the traditional classroom. Wsiog Fal- 

low and Robinson's terminology (1995), M S W  is no longer a dual-mode institution. 

Rather MS W is more accurately descnbed as a mixed mode institution which, ac- 

cording to Fallow and Robinson integrates distance materials and methods with the 

conventional mainstream on-campus courses. This shifi has great implications for 

university divisions, like Open Leaming at MS W, previously charged with offering 

education at a distance. 

Open Learning has experienced several transitions which Kaumian (1989) 

contends are due to the evolution of three generations of distance education, which he 

defines as correspondence, distance, and open and distance education. Each of these 

generations has increased the control of the leamer, increased the degree of dialogue, 

and depth of thinking skills. I believe at M S W  the Open Leaming program has expe- 

rienced a transformational or third generation shift to open and distance education due 

in part to recent technological developments. 

My major hypothesis is that communication technologies utilized in teaching 

graduate adult education courses in the Open Learning Program at M S W ,  are leadiag 

a changing trend in the convergence of teaching methodologies and learning theories. 

These innovative methodologies are infîuencing the way we teach and learn at M S W  

and can be a mode1 for other srnaIl universities in the fùture. 



C hapter One 

Open Leaming: Separate and Distinct 

Introduction 

Imagine being NASA's first astronaut. It's thirty years in the past and you're in 

a rocket shipl Through the fog off Cape Canaveral you begin a journey into the unex- 

plored territory of outer space. Think of the emotions of exploring places no one has 

before: the need to know that brought you here; the uncertainty of the unknown; the 

excitement of being on the leading edge. Then, we thought space was the final fron- 

tier. 

Today, the rocket is communication technologies and the space is cyberspace. 

The fog is the confusion pervasive in higher education over new developments in 

communication technologies. The journey is the exploration of new territories and 

opportunities in higher education that were previously uncharted. The emergence of 

new technology has resulted in new ways of leaming and the transformation of our 

institutions and pedagogy. 

Drawing upon the example of Mount Saint Vincent University (MSVU), Hali- 

fax, Nova Scotia, 1 contend that current developments in the integration of communi- 

cation technologies challenge the traditional distinction between distance and class- 

room education. Teaching and learning at both the institutional and classroom levels 

are expenencing a shift. Pedagogical approaches that once were used only for face-to- 

face communication can now be blended effectively into teaching with technology. 

Distance education and traditional education are now being intertwined. Contempo- 

rary higher education is encountering three trends: technological convergences, and 

shifts in both pedagogy and institutional approaches. 



During the last ten years as an drninistrator of the Open Leaniing program, a 

distance education program at Mount Saint Vincerit University, my thinking has 

changed considerably in regards to the relationship between distance and traditional 

education. I once viewed distance as supplemental to, and separate fkom, regular 

course offerings. Today, these distinctions are not as clear to me. Recently, 1 have 

corne to appreciate how developments in communication technology are creating a 

revolution in higher education. These developments, 1 have found, blend distance and 

classroom teaching and learning and are reconfiguring teaching and leaming in higher 

education (Haughey, 1996). 

The literature refers to the early stages of distance education as an 'industrial 

model' reflecting the industrial age. The industrial age is also referred to in the litera- 

ture as 'Fordisrn'. These broad references are briefly explained at the beginning of this 

chapter in order to set the stage of 'time and space' for the distance education transi- 

tion occurring today. In addition, this chapter provides a brief overview of three 

trends taking place in contemporary distance education, and briefly describes the 

evolution of the Open Learning program at M S W .  It sets the stage for understanding 

the impact of these shifting trends on university distance programs and how some of 

the prograrns are redesigned and reshaped to rneet the needs of a new type of student: 

the leamer-consumer. Before we examine these trends, it is important to acknowledge 

the history of technological change and its impact on leaming at a distance. 

The Industrial Aae 

The late 19th century produced major scientific inventions and discoveries and 

transformed the way people worked, lived, and learned in the Western world. The 

building of the railroads and the harnessing of electricity in the 1850s changed percep- 

tions of 'distance' in an unprecedented way. New mechanicd and electricd 'contrap- 

tions' helped transform a primarily rural and agricultural society into one that is most- 

ly urban and industrial. Inventions like the telegraph, telephone, moving pictures and 



later, radio, mesmerized the public. Complex transportation and communication sys- 

tems symbolized the modem age and changed the way citizens viewed themselves as 

participants in a democratic society. 

According to Rifkin (1995)' the modem organization, Mth its patent 

hierarchical management structure, emerged in the early 1900s. In this form of organi- 

zation, vital iriformation flowed up a pyramid structure From unskilled or serni-skilled 

workers to a chief executive officer at the top. Decisions, by contrast, were made at 

the top and sent down the hierarchy to be implemented at each level. Al1 tasks in the 

organization were t-igidly defined according to classical principles of scientific man- 

agement first espoused by Frederick Taylor. 

Mass Production and Fordism 

Henry Ford perfected this modem organizational system for the automobile 

industry. Rifkin describes 'Fordisrn' as the term used to represent Henry Ford's con- 

tribution to the mass production of standard, interchangeable parts on an assembly 

line. Ford, and the many organizations that imitated Ford, were organized along rigid, 

hierarchical lines with many departments or divisions. Each level had responsibilities 

but absolute control remained in the hands of top management. The lower levels of 

the chah of command were not encouraged to make decisions in this type of linear 

process. 

Later in the 20th century, another automobile Company, Toyota, switched to a 

different management style called 'Lean production' to compete more effectively with 

the Amerkan carmakers organized according to Fordist principles. Rather than a 

hierarchical structure that restrkted the contribution and involvement of employees, 

Toyota adopted more cooperative organizational patterns. It valued the work experi- 



ence of al1 employees and solved problems by using a team approach consisting of 

'quality circles' . 

The Com~uter Aae 

The emeqznce of computers required workers to participate in intellectual 

activities previously conducted only at the top of the pyramid. Increased competition 

forced a quicker response time for decisions which was not possible under the tradi- 

tional hierarchical system. As a result the North American corporate markets were 

slow and became saturated with consumer goods, while foreign markets could re- 

spond almost instantly with cheaper imports. American companies began to re-engi- 

neer themselves to respond to the compressed time and space of the post-industnal or 

post-Fordism era. 

Today, those that failed to keep up with this new technology are Iosing out in 

the modem economy and workplace. Companies stniggling under the pressure of 

global competition, financial restraint, and the demands of a more powerful consumer 

market are rejecting the ineficiency of the linear process of thinking reflected in the 

industrial age. Concurrently consumers are increasingly acknowledging their personal 

responsibility not only to themselves and their families but also as caretakers of their 

cornmunities. Technology is playing an important role in empoweting the people. 

This modemity has had a major impact on Our universities. Institutions are 

required to rethink their place in society and to respond to the needs of a market- 

driven society divested of tirne and demanding of service and efficiency. The following 

sections will examine three trends that are impacting on the evolution of distance 

education: technological convergence, changes in pedagogy, and institutional shifts. 



Three Trends in Distance Education 

Technolo~cal Converaence 

Drarnatic technological advances in industry and business continue to affect 

Canadian society and indirectly affect higher education institutions (Rifin, 1995). 

Telephone systems, television networks and more recently, entire telecommunication 

systems cornpnsed of satellites, cable networks, microwave transmitters, telephone 

cables and fibre optics are also being integrated into a vast information network 

(Haughey, 1996). Cable TV and telephone companies are converging to provide high 

speed Internet access. One of the most publicized examples of technological conver- 

gence is the recent purchase by Microsofl chairman, Bill Gates, of 11 per cent shares 

in the fourth-largest cable Company in the US for Intemet delivery (Halifax Mail Star, 

p.C6). Soon there will be one-stop Internet shopping for a full range of communica- 

tion, information, and entertainment services. 

Technological advances like these provide previously unavailable commercial 

and educational opportunities. As a new global order emerges fiom these changes, 

companies are forced to restructure and de-industrialize (Menzies, 1994). The results 

are unemployment and underemployment (Rifkin, 1995). Concurrent with these in- 

creased results is a trend in industry to seek a new kind of worker as well as a trend in 

higher education to respond to a new market of mature people seeking to upgrade 

their qualifications and certifications (Hamis, 1 987). 

Given technological advances in the educational field, more and more consum- 

ers are shopping for education on-line in a global marketplace (Pacey & Penny, 1995). 

One result is increased cornpetition amongst higher education institutions. Another 

result is the emergence of alternative educationd providers, for example, private 

institutions (Haughey, 1996) and emerging models of university consortium (Pritch- 

ard, 1995). The impact of technology cannot be ignored by any higher education 



institutions, large or small, who intend to survive in a climate of fiscal restraint and 

increased rivalry in the marketplace. 

Shifts in Pedagogy 

These new technologies have also spawned new ways of thiaking and leamhg 

in higher education. Traditional pedagogical approaches are evolving to meet the 

needs of the education marketplace. We are moving from a teacher-focused approach 

in education to a leamer-centred approach, a movernent that closely mirrors a societal 

shift from a traditional technical paradigm to one that is more critical and questioniny. 

It is important to briefly consider where we have been before we can understand 

where we are and where we are moving to as a result of the new technologies. 

Distance education, particularly correspondence education, is hinted at in 

literature as  early as the 1720s (Holmberg, 1995). By the 1830s, correspondence 

education was frequently recognized in literature. 

The rnost powerful technology employed in early distance education was the 

written word which, according to Walter Ong (1982), developed with the creation of 

tools such as the qui11 pen and parchment paper. Technological advances subsequently 

enhanced the medium of teaching and learning by correspondence. Kidd (1956) de- 

scribes how railway coaches were used as travelling classrooms in the early 20th 

century in Canada to assist in the education of farmers in rural Saskatchewan. Welton 

(1996) shows how in the early 1920s, radio- a new technology at the time- played a 

significant role in educating f m e r s  at home with the National Farm Radio Forum. 

People in the this century witnessed a proliferation of new technologies that comple- 

mented correspondence materials. 

In the 20th century, correspondence courses with pre-produced course packag- 

es and opportunities for two-way communication, generdy between student and 

teacher, increased significantly. During this penod, telephones, radios, audio tapes, 

televisions video tapes and computers played an increasingly important role in educa- 



tion around the world. Although the potential existed for two-way communication, 

print, radio and television communication frequently remained one-way. 

As technological advancements increased, the tenn 'correspondence educa- 

tion' needed to be expanded. In the 1970s, the term 'distance education' was slowly 

adopted. The term was formally recognized in 1982 when the International Council 

for Correspondence Education changed its name to the International Council for 

Distance Education (Holmberg, 1995). At the same time, the adjective 'open' crept 

into the literature. Holmberg (1995) credits the founding of the Open University in 

Britain in 1970 as the beginning of a new era. He explains that "open originally re- 

ferred to access and to the avoidance of certain restrictions" (p. 4). Today the distinc- 

tion between open and distance learning remains blurred as the terms are used inter- 

changeably. 

Kaufman (1989) describes this transition in distance terminology in another 

way. He outlines three distinct phases or generations in the evolution of distance 

education in course design: correspondence, distance education, and an emerging 

third phase - a combination of open and distance education. Kauhan's three phases 

are outlined in Table 1. 



Cornparison of Three Generations of Course Design in Distance Education* 
Dialogue * .  

ContTol Thtnkinp; Skills 
1st Generation No choice provided Low dialogue Little or no 
'Conespondence 
Education' 

w 

to learners-in pmgram Uainly postal emphasis 
Leamer has no power service. Some 
Little support telephone, somc 
provided other than phone-in on the 
written feedback on air to radio forum 
assignments 
Evaluation is mainly 
by finrtl exam 

Modern dialogue Some emphasis 
available at partidarl y 
spccificd timcs in somc 
Mainly postal sentice British Open 
Use of telephone courses 
audio teleconferencing Focus stiU 
Interactive television on content 

coveragc 

2nd Generatioa Some leamer choice 
'Distance of courses within a 
Education' P w " a m  

Some choice of topics 
or projects under- 
taken within a course 
Learner has no power 
Some prc-arollmcnt 
c o d l i n g  and study 
skilis training is 
availublc by phone as 
well as in writing 
Somt audio-tclecon- 
ferences and face- 
to-face sessions are wed 
Evaiuation is by 
assignment, projects 
and final e x M I  

3rd Generation Learner choice of High dialogue avail- Major emphnsis 
'Open Distance why, what, how, where, able throughout 
Educution' + and when to study AU of the above curriculum on 

Some lcarner choice methoch, plus cornputer- problcm 
of how theu learning mediated communication solving, 
wdi be cvaluated decision-making 
Power is mainly in aitical thinking 
the han& of the leamer 
Institution and other 
leamers provide on- 
gohg support to 
assist ihe leamer in 

*Please note: the term 'open learning' has been in use recedy to denote a 'Iearner-centered' type of system which 
provides a hi& degree of choice to the leamer. The term 'open distance edwtion' is used here to label an appfoach 
referred to as third generation course design. 
Source: Post-secondan distance education in Canada (p. 68), by R Sweet, (Ed), (1989). Athabasca, AB: Canadian 
Society for Studies in Education. 



Table 1 highlights a transition from a teacher-controlled or teacher-centred 

focus in the first generation to a leamer-centred focus in the third generation. 

Kauhan (p. 61) describes control "as the opportunity and ability to influence, direct. 

and determine decisions related to the educational process." According to Kaufman's 

definition, the teacher-centred focus places al1 the power or control in the hands of 

the teacher or institution, whereas the leamer-centred focus empowers the learner 

with some choices in the learning process and content. 

What is not reflected in Kauhan's table is the move fiom synchronous to 

asynchronous communication. In the first two generations, the only verbal dialogue 

technically available is synchronous. The dialogue could occur as a two-way commu- 

nication at an agreed upon time through the use of telephones, audio-teleconferenc- 

ing, and interactive television. In the third generation, asynchronous communication, 

neither time nor place specific, is possible through new communication modes using 

linked or networked cornputers. On-going dialogue between tutor and leamer, and 

arnong learners, means ideas can be developed and reflected upon - a process not 

possible in the first two generations. 

Institutional Shiftine 

The thkd trend in distance education occurs at the level of the educational 

institution. Holrnberg (1995) describes university organizations as historically single- 

mode or dual-mode. The single-mode organizations are committed to the special 

purpose of providing education in a single manner. For example, these institutions 

offer only traditional, on-campus courses or specifically designed distance courses. 

Dual-mode universities are more versatile, offering education both ways. The conven- 

tional classes are held on campus while the distance classes are often conducted 

through extension, continuing education, or distance education departments. Ail these 

departments, however, maintain a separate and distinct identity. 



Today, new modes of university education are emerging, one of which Fallow 

and Robinson (1995) describe as 'rnixed mode'. Mixed mode is the result of the 

explosive growth in communication technologies and increased pressures to rational- 

ire university programs and services. Fallow and Robinson state that the mixed mode 

approach is characterized by integrating distance materials and methods with the 

conventional, mainstream, on-campus courses. This mixed approach blends several 

characteristics of the dual-mode institutions. 

The following section focusses on the evolution of the Open Leaming distance 

program at Mount Saint Vincent University (MSVU) in an effort to understand how 

current developments in communication technology are blurring this distinction be- 

tween distance education and the traditional classroom. Using Fallow and Robinson's 

(1995) terminology in analyzing this model, 1 shall suggest that M S W  is no longer a 

dual-mode institution but a mixed mode institution. My thesis explores this shift at 

MSVU from a dual mode institution to a mixed mode institution as a result of techno- 

logical convergence and concludes that these technological advancements and conver- 

gences are instrumental in preparing for this shift to the third generation phase. 

The Evolution of the Open Leamina f romam 

Introduction 

The Open Leamhg Program at Mount Saint Vincent University is redefining 

the way we are educating. It provides a unique form of student-faculty interaction and 

collaboration. Open Leaming uses technology to meet the needs of un-served or 

under-served student populations, especially women. The Open Leaming program 

was established on the need for tounsm education and upgrading through educational 

program offerings. 

As the coordinator of this program since its conception in 1988,I share in this 

thesis my persona1 reflections on the administrative process, course materials and 



course delivery. 1 also share my beliefs that in these times of dirninishing resources, 

universities, and Mount Saint Vuicent University in particular, must rethink their role 

as institutions of higher learning. Why and how we might 'rethink' these processes for 

the future is a central theme of my thesis. 

First, 1 look at the evolution of this program and the institution within which it 

operates. This background is sourced fiom the Mount Saint Vincent University Aca- 

demic Caiendar 1996-97 and the proceedings for two conferences of the International 

Council for Distance Education in 1995 and 1997 presented by myself and senior 

administrators. Second, 1 present a bief outline of the foundation of the course devel- 

oprnent and course delivery process to provide a deeper understanding of the peda- 

gogical approach. The third portion describes the characteristics of the Open Leaming 

students and early evaluation results fiom a survey on the administration of the pro- 

gram. Lastly, 1 outline profiles of some of today's leamers. 

Mount Saint Vincent University 

Mount Saint Vincent is Canada's only university dedicated primarily to the 

education of women. It has a 124 year history of service and cornmitment to edu- 

cating women, including offering outreach programs since 1920 when "off-campus, 

evening, and summer courses were first offered to mature female students to increase 

women's access to higher education" (Carl, 1990, p. 109). While the Mount no longer 

exclusively educates women, 83% of its students are femaie. 

The Mount offers courses in arts and science as well as selected professional 

programs, including a degree in Tourisrn and Hospitality Management. After eight 

years of development, the tounsm degree was formally approved by the University's 

Senate in 1983. A compulsory cooperative education component was then approved 

in 1985 and, in 1986, the program was formally approved by the Maritime Provinces 

Higher Education Commission. Today the program remains the only one of its kind in 

Atlantic Canada, and serves the region on-campus as weil as those of distance stu- 



dents through the Open Leaming Program. Organizationally, the Open Leaming 

Program is offered through a separate division of the university reporting to the Aca- 

dernic Dean of Professional Studks. 

Over the nine-year history of the program, there have been two different deans 

and three different presidents. They al1 supported this prograrn but 1 sense a transition 

in the valuing of distance education during the tenure of the last two presidents. 

Whereas the earlier administration was pleased to see the THMT program financially 

strengthened, distance education was not a priority. In recent years, however, the 

senior administration has strongly encouraged research, development and new modes 

of distance leaming. 

In the mid-1980s, a need was identified in the Atlantic region for education 

and management development arnong staff and managers in the tounsm and hospitali- 

ty industry. Less than 20 percent of workers in the industry had received any training 

frorn a school, college or university which related directly to their employment. More- 

over, about two-thirds of workers did not have the opponunity for forma1 on-the-job 

training. By its very nature, the tourism industry is dispersed geographically through- 

out the region, in many cases away from urban centers and, in some cases, in quite 

remote locations. As well, rnany individuals cannot leave their businesses to attend 

educational and training institutions and the time demands of their businesses also 

preclude them taking classes at regularly scheduled hours. 

The Open Learning Program at M S W  grew out of the need to provide tour- 

ism education in this region. The tourism industry in Atlantic Canada has become an 

important sector of the region's economy, accounting for $2 billion in economic 

activity in 1994. When tourism is measured as a percentage of gross provincial prod- 

uct, it has been estimated that the Atlantic provinces, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, 

Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland, rank in the top five in Canada (Atlantic 

Provinces Economic Council, 1994). The premiers targeted tourism as a major growth 

area. The efficiency and effectiveness of tourism as an economic sector rests in large 



measure on the quality of the people who own, operate and manage the hotels, restau- 

rants, attractions and other semices that serve the traveling public. The development 

of this human resource to its fullest potential is, therefore, a key component in the 

development of the sector. Successful individual enterprises benefit community eco- 

nomic developrnent, meeting the goverment's policy agenda and justieing govem- 

ment investment in an educational program. 

The obvious solution to the needs for education and training in tourism was 

some form of distance education defined as "al1 arrangements for providing in- 

struction through print or electronic communications media to persons engaged in 

piamed learning in a place or time different fi-om that of the instructor" (Moore, 

1990). Since Mount Saint Vincent University, in the largest provincial capital of the 

region, had been engaged in distance education in a forma1 way for several years 

through DUET (Distance University Education via Television), it was well placed to 

provide additional distance education programs. in other words, the university had a 

tradition of, and experience with, distance education on which to develop a program 

to serve the needs of the tourism industry. Mount Saint Vincent University has been 

perceived by the extemal community as a distance education provider - and thus a 

dual mode institution - since 1982. 

O ~ e n  Learninq 

The long-standing comrnitment to distance education and the development of 

the tourism and hospitdity degree were the building blocks for the development of 

offerings for tourism professionais through Open Learning. Designed in 1988 as a 

leamer-centred program, Open Learning delivered its est courses in 1992. The pro- 

gram's primary goal was to offer an opportunity for learners to prepare for a career in 

tounsm or to upgrade the skiils andor credentials of those already working in the 

business. Funding was provided by the Atlantic Canada Oppominities Agency 



(ACOA) to improve and expand the degree program, including the development of 

materiais for part-time studies. 

The Mount's Open Leaming program was established "to enable people to 

learn at the time, p!ace and Pace which satisfies their circumstances and requirements. 

The emphasis is on opening up opportunities by overcoming barriers that result from 

geographical isolation, persona1 or work commitments or conventional course struc- 

tures which have often prevented people fkom gaining access to the training they 

need" (MSC, 1984). Students must meet the sarne academic requirements as on- 

campus students; however, the Mount is quite flexible in terms of its approach to 

student admission requirements and time allotted to complete the degree. This clearly 

recognizes that many students have work responsibilities or locations that impose 

constraints on their access to university education. 

The starting point for the development of Open Leamhg at the Mount was a 

review of post-secondary programs in travel, tourism and hospitality management and 

of other distance leaniing programs at colleges and universities in Canada, the USA 

and overseas (Amirault and Smith, 1988). Based on the experiences of other institu- 

tions, Amirault and Smith recommended that the program contain the following fea- 

A multi-mode plan of study 

Encouragement of the tourism industry to sponsor and/or release leamers 

full-tirne dunng the low tourkm season 

Primarily print-based packages supplemented with audio- or videotapes 

Scheduled audio-teleconferencing with the tutor 

Purchase, rather than development, of leaming packages whenever 

possible. 

Contact at delivery sites 



Bridging of tourhm programs in the cornmunity colleges with the M S W  

Tourism and Hospitality Management Degree 

Use of development teams to evaluate and develop courses 

Retention of copyright to course packages by the University, with contracts 

issued to course writers and reviewers. 

The Open Learning program which grew out of these recommendations can 

best be described in the context of a mode1 proposed by Verduin and Clark (1991), 

which identifies six key factors to be considered in the development and implementa- 

tion of such a program. These are: "assessing entering behaviour, specifjhg behavio- 

rd  objectives, specifjmg leaming units and procedures, presenting learning units and 

tasks, perf'orming of tasks by students, and assessing the performance of the students" 

(Verduin and Clark, 1991, p. 156). A similar development sequence is outlined in Open 

Learni~g and Distance Education in Canada (Secretary of S t at e, Canada, 1 98 9),  

starting with needs assessment and proceeding through the design and production of 

course matenals (often by a project team), selection of the medium of instruction, 

production and distribution of course materials, provision of support services for 

leamers, and leamer evaluation. This type of sequence was used to structure the Open 

Leaming program. 

During the early research and course development phases, many faculty mem- 

bers challenged the notion of Open Leaming, even though DUET had been in exist- 

ence for many years. While DUET used television cameras and broadcast delivery, it 

was set in the context of the traditional classroom and posed little threat to the rules 

and procedures of traditional university teaching. The Open Learning program, on the 

other hand, increased suspicions and skepticism about the suitability of a distance 

method to achieve university degree credits. Faculty were concemed about quality, 

creditability and the integrity of Mount Saint Vincent University courses. As the 

program evolved, Open Leaming demonstrated the need for guidelines, policies and 

procedures for distance education. Requests to stretch traditional boundaries due to 



student time and space needs were exceptions to the rules. These challenges increased 

the perception of Open Learning as separate and distinct fiom the traditional class. 

Th2 design and development of the Open Learning program were guided by 

knowledge of the leamers, the majority of whom were adults working in the tourism 

industry, and their motivations for enrolling in the program. We found that many 

potential leamers already worked in tourism and had an extensive practical knowledge 

of the field, but some lacked the managerial skills and a broader conceptual fiame- 

work which would allow them to build on their existing knowledge in order to solve 
$ 

an array of problems or to deal with a greater variety of management situations. 

Furthemore, since the core of the degree is the Certificate in Business, the potential 

learners also included those working in or planning a career in businesses other than 

tourism. 

To assess the needs of these learners, the program director and coordinator 

visited eight distance education institutions in Canada and the UK. In addition, they 

sent a needs assessrnent survey to the 184 mernbers of the four Atlantic provincial 

tourism organizations to determine their views on the courses that should be offered 

and the methods of instruction. The 89 people who responded had, on average, been 

working within a variety of facilities, associations and institutions in t he  tourism 

industry for 10 years. The majority of the facilities in which the respondents worked 

had small staffs; 29 having under 5 employees and 28 having between 6 and 25 em- 

ployees. The level of education of respondents ranged fiom Iess than Grade XII (7 

percent) to one or more university degrees (38.4 percent); 26 percent had technical or 

vocational training; 28.6 percent had Grade XII education. Over two-thirds of the 

respondents were interested in courses that provided university or college credit. 



Course Develo~ment and Deliverv Medium Seiection 

As Cropley and Kahl (1983) note, distance learning requires the development 

of special materials, supported by specially designed activities and delivered through 

some combination of suitable media to link the student with the instructor. Print-based 

packages were developed for each course using development teams. In the process of 

completing the distance research, other distance experts recommended the instruction- 

al design principles and application put forth by Briggs (1979) and Dick & Carey 

(1978). These instructional design principles were followed in the development of the 

printed materials, and development teams were formed in each discipline. Similar to a 

traditional ciassroom, these principles typified the transmission or first generation of 

distance or correspondence education as Kaufman (1989) defined. 

Each Open Leaming tearn had a chair, a course writer, course reviewers and 

associated resource people. Academics were contracted to develop blueprints which 

set out course goals, objectives and module descriptions. The Open Learning develop- 

ment team then reviewed the blueprint and decided how to proceed. M e r  the team 

and other tourism industry and academic reviewers approved the first module, the 

course writer developed the remaining modules. Recreating the laboratory environ- 

ments in print was an especially strenuous mental challenge. An instructional designer 

examined each course for clarity, accessibility and readability of course notes; rela- 

tionship of course objectives, assignments and tests to course content; consistency 

and appropriateness of presentation; and course appearance. 

Faculty and sometimes entire departments carefully scrutinized the course 

development process. Initially, faculty were concemed that the integrity and rigour of 

the course would be compromised in a distance mode. Faculty were concerned that 

students might perceive distance as an easier rather than a dflerent way to obtain a 

credit, 



On the other hand, the course development process was very beneficial to the 

THMT Department, which implemented a holistic cumculum review. For a depart- 

ment that had been offenng courses for only 2 - 4 years, the review was an opportuni- 

ty to scrutinize prernaturely the content, integration and tiering of the content 

throughout the cumculum. In the process of working with Open Leaming, the faculty 

acknowledged that Open Leaming does not interfere with the development of the 

cumculum as approved by Senate. A true partnership was bon. 

Perceptions 

Initially, the course materials magnified the image of distance education as 

separate and distinct. These matenals were the first stage in changing teaching and 

leaming methodologies at MSWJ. They permitted faculty to shift the focus from 

teacher-centered to leamer-centered or, as the popular adage goes, from 'sage on the 

stage to guide on the side'. In addition, a few faculty members used the course materi- 

als for their on-campus classes. This symbolized the convergence of traditional and 

on-campus classes using one of the first forms of communication technologies: print. 

Print materials were supplemented with weekly contact between students and 

the tutor using audio-teleconferencing and/or audiographics technology. The audio- 

graphic technology enables a personal cornputer-based multimedia, multi-point, visual 

conferencing system which allows for simultaneous sharing of visual materials and 

real-time interaction among the instructor and the students at remote locations. Some 

Open Learning students came to Mount Saint Vincent University because the universi- 

ty is one of several iinked delivery sites. The first linkages of this nature in Nova 

Scotia started in 1992 with Open Leaming courses, but complete provincial linkage 

has only been available since 1995. 

Site linkages were the second stage in the blumng of the boundaries between 

traditional and distance education. M a y  faculty resisted this concept, reasoning that 

ifstudents could corne on campus to link once a week, why could they notcome for a 



traditional course? Was Open Learning taking students away from on-campus enroll- 

ment? What many faculty did not realize was that, for many Open Leaming students, 

distance courses motivated a positive introduction to university, thus encouraging 

them to corne to campus full time as a result of this positive experience. 

Linking students who had received the course lecture notes via technology 

precipitated the changing role of the professor and the students. Many professors still 

thought they must lecture. Integrating interaction into these technology modes was 

awkward for them. The student role aiso changed. Many students felt uncomf'ortable 

talking into the microphones. It took some time before technology became transparent 

to the group involved. This experience locally reflected a global emergence in educa- 

tion, which is referred to in the literature as the second generation of distance educa- 

tion or the transaction stage. 

The instructional designers reviewing the THMT courses made a number of 

recomrnendations based on the observation that, generally, Open Leaniing students 

are older than on-campus students and b h g  more of their own experiences and ex- 

pectations to the program. Consequently, they want course materials to be clear, 

properly sequenced and aimed at their level of maturity. They want to know exactly 

what to do to complete the course successfully. They are prepared to give 'full meas- 

ure' in cooperation, motivation and level of engagement with the materials but do not 

like 'busy work' or 'fillers.' Instead they want tests and other assessments to be 

relevant, focused on the objectives and applicable, at some stage, to the practical 

experience they have or will have in the future. These elernents were incorporated into 

the courses developed and a program evaluation in 1993-94 confirmed their ap- 

propriateness. 

Early Promam Evaluation 

As the program's coordinator, I was well aware of the uniqueness of the Open 

Learning program and the resistance by some faculty. During the pilot phase of the 



project, 1 spoke with students by telephone about their reasons for taking Open 

Leanllng, their expenence and satisfaction with the program, and their assessrnent of 

the course materials. The results of this and funher evaluations demonstrated strongly 

that learners were taking Open Leaming courses because of the convenience of com- 

bining study, family, and work responsibilities in the home environment. Students who 

could compare with on-campus classes felt they had more interaction with the tutor 

than they had encountered with the instructor in on-campus courses. At first faculty 

had difficulty accepting that students might encounter more personal contact com- 

pared to a student in a large classroom. 

In 1992-93, the first full year of course offerings, there were 99 registrations. 

Registrations tnpled in 1993-94, and the registrations doubled again by 1996-97 to 

650. Eighty-three per cent of these undergraduate registrants are women, with an 

average age of 34. Students are located across Canada, with the majority (77 percent) 

in Nova Scotia. Some of these students are individuals in remote locations studying at 

home for courses that are not available in their geographical areas. Other students are 

working in the business world for corporations such as McCaIn's Foods Ltd., Pratt & 

Whitney Canada, and Seagull Pewter, and are working toward up-grading their cre- 

dentials. 

In 1993-94, 52 students responded to a forma1 survey of Open Leaming stu- 

dents, which consisted of ten questions about their satisfaction with Open Leaming 

administration, the course packages, the contact with the tutor, and the technology 

used. Sixty-three percent preferred Open Leaniing to a traditional classroom leaming 

experience. Virtually ail leamers strongly agreed or agreed that they had received 

efficient administrative s e ~ c e ,  received their course materials on t h e ,  found the 

welcome notice gave clear instructions, and found the contact with the tutor helpnil 

and cornfortable. Ninety-eight percent received their course notes in good condition. 

Course content was judged to be at an appropriate level(95 percent agreed) and 

course directions were aiso rated as clear and understandable (93 percent). 



Reflecting now on the first few years of course delivery, 1 realize that we were 

consumeci with the administration of a rapidly growing program within a rigid, closed 

and traditional system. First we needed to demonstrate the economic viability of the 

program. Then, we had to overcome faculty resistance to a program that was separate 

and distinct and so concluded that the program should mode1 the on-campus courses 

as closely as possible. Finally, when we started this program, we found that the com- 

munication technologies for distance teaching were not readily available tbroughout 

Nova Scotia, let alone Atlantic Canada. Thus the premise for this thesis was not 

nearly as feasible five years ago as it is today. 

In the last decade, the Open Learning program at M S W  has evolved through 

three generations: from correspondence, distance to open and distance education. 

New communication technologies enabled us to teach and leam with more depth than 

the surface leaming of earlier generations. New learners are requesting and willing to 

pay for relevant, convenient and flexible education. Today, we  are preparing to span 

greater distances. 



Chapter Two 

Open Learning: Open to the New World Forces 

Introduction 

This chapter examines what has changed since the beginning phase of the Open 

Learning Program. 1 now analyze some significant global changes in the past decade. 

New information and communication technologies have blurred many things that were 

previously separate and distinct. And, in light of these communication and technologi- 

cal developments, 1 ask what are the resulting trends on higher education? 

Technolojzy and Software Convergences in Canada 

The term 'convergence' refers to the integration of telecomrnunications, infor- 

mation and cable technologies (Haughey, 1996). Scott and Dinsmore (1997) add that 

developments in telecommunications technologies raise exciting possibilities for 

teaching and learning in the future. Previously, on-campus courses were separate and 

distinct from distance courses, just as the telephone companies were separate and 

diatinct from the cable companies. Today, increasing integration of educational and 

technological communication modes is contributing to several broad social trends 

such as the reorganization of information, production, and the workforce and creating 

a whole new range of unheard of possibilities. 

Canadians have been engaged in education via communication technologies for 

decades. Radio, telephone and television each have a long history as separate and 

distinct educational communication tools. As a result of the launch of communications 

satellites in 1972 (Haughey, 1 W6), many new educational and entertainment opportu- 

nities are emerging. New tools, such as satellites, microwave transmitters, cable and 



fibre optic cables, have fed to the development of new products such as Net TV, a 

combination of television and Internet. These new tools assist in new convergences. 

Convergence has also helped change the focus of the infrastructure providers 

from television to data (Haughey, 1996; Keough ai.- Roberts, 1995). Changes in new 

and converging media technologies are happening quickly, but Our governing regula- 

tory agencies, like the CRTC, are slow in meeting the need for new policies to cope 

with these changes . 

The pending negotiations for arnalgamations and alliances of cable and tele- 

phone could affect education delivery significantly. Both Bell and Turner are leading 

the way in these ventures in the United States (Pirard, 1997). In Nova Scotia, the 

April30, 1997 edition of the Mail Star reported that Maritime Tel & Tel (MT&T) and 

Bragg Communications, a local cable television provider, were working toward offer- 

ing "an extensive line-up of communications, information, and home entertainment 

services and on-line commercial transactions." Though this deal fell through, other 

telcos and cable companies across North Arnerica are nishing to develop high speed 

Intemet access. Content providers such as broadcasters, newspapers, magazines and 

journals are al1 scrarnbling for new markets on the Intemet (Scott and Dinsmore, 

1997). Consumers will soon have one-stop-shopping for a full range of commercial 

communication services on the Internet. 

In the United States, deregulation of the Intemet in 1993 opened the way for 

the development of electronic highways in both Canada and the United States (Haugh- 

ey, 1996). The Canadian government has a history of supporting national communica- 

tions and education, partially due to the vast geographical size of the country (Keough 

and Roberts, 1995). The National Farm Forum, an educational radio program for 

f m e r s ,  on CBC is an example of initiatives supported by the government. By 1993, 

the government's role in industry and business was changing fiom provider to facilita- 

tor. The govenunent began encouraging partnerships with industry while assisting 

with policy and procedures at the sarne time (Haughey, 1996). 



The Canadian Network for the Advancement of Research, Industry and Educa- 

tion (CANARIE) organized a public and private sector-supported consortium in 1993 

to stimulate the growth of the Information Highway (Haughey, 1996). In 1995, CA- 

NARIE included educational institutions in the consortium. One goal of the second 

phase includes the construction of a National Test Network using Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode (ATM) technology. Presently, the Internet is optimized for data trans- 

mission; it does not have enough available bandwidth for interactive multimedia and 

multipoint applications. However, ATM will provide ample bandwidth for multimedia 

delivery (Hanton & Labelle, 1996). Another goal of this second phase is to stimulate 

use of the Intemet and the information highway by upgrading Canada's computer link 

to the Intemet, with CA Net (Haughey, 1996). The federal government is assisting 

with infrastructure development and promoting use of telecornmunications as it with- 

draws from direct operation and ownership of these companies (Keough and Roberts, 

1995). 

In its facilitator role, the government is actively engaged in policy develop- 

ment. In 1994, Industry Canada established the national Information Highway Adviso- 

ry Council. Haughey (1996) reports that of 300 recommendations from the Council's 

report, one of the significant items for education was the need to educate teachers to 

become technically literate as quickly as possible. If we do not prepare educators, the 

new generation of learners will be both more experienced and cornfortable with tech- 

nology than their teachers. 

Yet, at the same time as g o v e m e n t  is promoting the need for cornputers and 

computer education in higher education, fûnding is being cut. The Information High- 

way is presented by govemen t  as a solution to educational providers for some of 

their present problems, but it may be a mixed blessing. Bates (1995a) details how 

governments expect higher education providers to respond to the needs of the new 

iife-long learner in the workplace, while at the same time not only hcrease cost- 



effectiveness but also justi& measurable "outputs to the publics." This represents a 

shift in a new educational vision by govenunents as they encourage support for the 

changing workforce. 

Globalization 

Another trickle-down effect of dramatic technological advances is a global 

market-place. Access to information means local companies can compete globally. 

Reduced product costs have stimulated consumer demand and changed the traditional 

time and place for doing business. Technological advances and sophisticated transpor- 

tation systems permit coordination and control of a fragmented, volatile, competitive 

global market (Plumb, 1994). 

Today, the physical location for a corporation or education institution is not 

considered significant, as we are able to link people across the global universe by 

means of the Intemet. Similarly, classrooms are often a network of distributed sites 

combining what was formally perceived as on-campus credit courses with distance 

classes. On-line virtual classrooms are a reality. Access to asynchronous communica- 

tion tools such as electronic mail, listserv, and the World Wide Web also overcomes 

traditional parameters of time. Pacey and Pemey (1995 )  descnbe how "the force of 

the media has opened the world to the public in real, unedited time, and the 500 

chamel universe is rapidly approaching". Countries can no longer control their in- 

creasingly transparent borders. The world is at the tip of our fingers thanks to con- 

verging technologies. 

Changina Workforce 

As the global computer-communications systems matured, a new world order 

emerged, resulting in restructuring and de-industrialization (Menties, 1994). Manu- 

facturing and resource industries that previously used information in a penpheral 

sense now centre information systems at the core, driving an increasingly automated 

system. There is a promeration of stories in the media on the changes in the resource 



industries such as mining and agriculture. One exarnple is of farmers fertilizing and 

planting according to information from computers in their tractors linked to a satellite 

communication system. Automobile, food, and clothing industries have just-in-tirne 

rnanufacturing and shipping as data flows from computers to the factories using re- 

corded bar codes in retail establishments. The result is a drastic erosion of the need 

for worken and thus employment. 

Rifkin (1995) outlines how new information and communication technology is 

increasing the volume and flow of information throughout the workforce. In order to 

remain cornpetitive in the new workforce, Company decisions are made very quickly 

compared to the Fordist decision-rnaking process. Traditional hierarchical manage- 

ment schemes cannot cope with the flow of information requiring quick resolution; 

consequently, organizational hierarchical structures are cmrnbling. Many jobs are 

being eliminated, especially at the middle management level. The department divisions 

and borders that accentuated the hierarchical structures are being replaced by net- 

works or teams with easy access to computer information, permitting faster response 

time. As computer usage grows, companies can coordinate the flow of information 

and activity with fewer people in faster time. 

Rifiin foresees properly programrned 'thinking machines' as replacing human 

labour in al1 sectors of society. Rifkin describes how: 
The wholesale substitution of machines for workers is going to force every 
nation to rethink the role of human beings in the social process. Redefining 
opportunities and responsibilities for millions of people in a society absent of 
mass formal employment is likely to be the single most pressing social issue of 
the coming century. (p.xv) 

The resulting global unemployment and underemployment is the highest since the 

depression in the 1930s. Menzies (1994) reports that "between the introduction of 

fiee trade with the US in 1989 and 1992, 463,000 full-time jobs disappeared in Cana- 

da" (p 3). These figures represent a drastic change from the profile of the workforce 

ten years ago. 



Similar to Rifkin, Bates (1 995a), in Creating the Future: Developing h i o n  in 

Open and Distance Learning, notes the shift in the profile and nature of the work- 

force as society moves away from the resource-based and manufacturing industries of 

the industrial era to knowledge-based requiremer.:~ of the post-industrial era. The 

profile of the new workforce is better educated, often doing part-time or contract 

work. Menzies (1994) calls this rnindless, often part-time computer work a "McJob." 

OAen these de-institutionalized workers are doing 'telework' for banks and retailing. 

For example, in Omaha, Nebraska, 40 percent of the city's workforce is involved in 

tele-retailing or telemarketing (Menzies), while ot her emplo yees are telecommuting, 

working on computers at home and linked to their office. One in four Fortune 1,000 

companies have employees who telecornmute full or part-time (Tampa Tribute, 3 July 

97). Many educators over the past few decades have fallen behind technologically; as 

a result, they are not able to educate for computer jobs. 

Concurrent with this marked increase in unemployment and underemployment 

of formally trained people is a large group of people seeking further education (Mu- 

gridge and Kaufman, 1986). Govemments are encouraging educators to adopt tele- 

communications technology and partnerships with business and industry in order 

to create relevant education and meet the need for wider access and equity to the new 

emerging students (Bates 1995a). Today's political leaders also strongly recomrnend 

access to education for school-leavers and minority and ethnic groups in their local 

area. These learners seeking training, re-training and certification are the indirect 

result of the latest technology revolution. 

Hiaher Education Institutional Change 

These societal factors have major implications for higher education. We have 

moved frorn Fordism or industrial times to a post-Fordism or post-industriai time 

durhg which the new tools of production have recontigured the workforce. The 

changes in technology have forced society to shift fiom knowledge consumption to 



knowledge production. As a result, the training and educational needs of the new 

workforce are different fkom those of previous generations. 

Institutions are struggling to meet the needs of the new workforce but in- 

creased cornpetition from other providers, new clientele, and new demands from 

govemment and industry also have drastic implications. Universities can no longer 

protect their own local geographical market. With the change in parameters of time 

and space, they now compete in a global marketplace. Higher education has become 

'commercializing' (Oblinger, 1997). Students can shop electronically for the combina- 

tion of programs and educational modes that best suit their needs. Traditional ways of 

selecting a university are obsolete. Students now have choices that were not available 

in the past. 

A Few Other Maior Educational Providers 

According to Hall (1 99 1) in Access Through Innovation, innovations in educa- 

tion generally are accomplished by creating new departments or whole new institu- 

tional structures. Today, there is a proliferation of new or modified institutions. One 

of the best known examples is the Open University in Bntain, created to serve a new 

market of people who were upgrading qualifications and certifications as requested by 

the govemment of the day (Harris, 1987). 

Harris, as well as Young (1995) and Prichard (1995), o v e ~ e w e d  the develop- 

ment of the Open University in Bntain and Australia. They believe these institutions 

are thriving because of their "open-ness" which helps provide a flexible, yet credita- 

ble, response to changing demands in the labour market. Since consultants or academ- 

ics are hired on short-tenn contracts, they are well placed to take advantage of short 

term shifts in the extemal environments. They cm respond to new industry training 

requests and suxvive well in a climate of govemment spending cuts. They serve as 

models of accommodation between higher education and labour market demands 



(Hamis). The Open University in Britain is one of the first examples of successful 

"bridging" of the traditional mode of education. 

Another emerging educational model is the consortium or broker model. Uni- 

versities are combining strengths to colleborate as education providers. Pritchard 

(1995) descnbes the Open Leadng Australia model as well suited, due to modem 

technology, to provide globai education with flexible, modulanzed learning that is 

readily adapted to place, profession, employrnent or culture. A consortium of 25 

universities and colleges offer undergraduate courses in conjunction with industry and 

corporate partners. The undergraduate courses are selected by a process of competi- 

tive tendering between the partners. The key criteria are academic standards and 

quality within a curriculum framework. 

New universities have been invented, the access to which is solely through 

technology. For instance, Walden University in Florida is a global community of adult 

scholars linked on the Intemet. Walden, like many others universities, recognizes that 

students need flexibility in their pursuit of education while continuing to meet family 

and career cornmitments. These students use their workplace as their research site and 

they have considerable flexibility in shaping their own course of study. The Walden 

experience is referred to as the "scholarship of application" (http:/lwww.waldenu. 

edu). 

In the United States, the Western Governors University is a consortium with 

13 universities launching a similar type of project. Closer to home, the Association of 

Atlantic Universities ( A N )  put forth a proposal on September, 26, 1996 by for the 

Atlantic Canada Universities Open Learning Accrediting SeMce. If approved, this 

model will provide accessibility to thousands of people who already have university 

credits, to continue their studies from accredited institutions without a residency 

requirement. Openness, flexibility, removal of the artincial barriers, increased access 

and distance education technologies are the foundation of these models. 



Institutional Shifting 

A host of writers in the last decade (Hall (1996); Harris (1987); Trachtenberg 

(1996); Brown and Duguid (1996), Tate (1996), Brown and Duguid (1996) and Tate 

(1995) state that universities need to respond to the social and economic changes of 

our day. These changes, due to the transformation in communication technology, are 

resulting in global cornpetition and a rapid transformation in the way knowledge and 

information is transrnitted, manipulated , and processed (Hall, 199 1). Industry and 

business have adapted to these changes but universities of the past have prided thern- 

selves on resisting change (Trachtenberg, 1996). In the meantirne, distance leaming is 

not ody being encouraged by government but is being embraced by the general public 

and can be conducted at the speed of light. Therefore, universities are experiencing 

interna1 struggies with the imbalance of this rapid change. 

The recent literature illustrates many examples of the increased pressure on 

centres for higher education fiom the public and governent sectors to reinvent 

themselves (Bates, 1995a; Haughey, 1996). The conventional physical structures for 

lectures, seminars and even labs are being challenged. Examples of reinvention are 

evident in new classroom configurations, such as the blending of  rural and urban 

students of continuing university education throughout Nova Scotia by means of 

distribution sites linked with telecommunication technology fonning Network Nova 

Scotia. Rural students have access to courses and programs where previously they did 

not. Another example is found in MBA programs offered by Dalhousie, Queens, and 

St. Mary's Universities where partnerships have been formed with the private sector 

to use business space and videoconferencing to bring programs to the working clien- 

tele. 

In summary, Our higher education institutions are feeling the brunt of the silent 

or 'unseen' hand of technological convergences (Menzies, 1994), and they are trying 

to adjust to the following technological and societal changes: 



govemments have reduced their support for higher education 

the global marketplace and global competition are challenging institutions 

to reconsider accessibility and the time and space of educating 

the knowledge explosion is chmging the role for faculty as teachers and 

researchen fkom one of knowledge providers to knowledge facilitators 

industry and business are demanding relevant C U ~ C U ~ U ~ S  and skills Eom 

knowledge providers 

0 the profile and needs of the leamer are different 

In the following section 1 present a detailed look at these concems in order to 

demonstrate how rapidly things are changing. 

Impact on Higher Education Institutions 

Government Reductions 

Funding cuts have forced higher education institutions in Canada to increase 

enrollment without increasing support for faculty and students (Oblinger, 1997). The 

federal government began to eliminate transfer payments. Distance education is seen 

as one economical solution to increasing enrollment. Another econornical solution 

govemment encourages is for higher education institutions to develop partnerships 

with business and industry for educational preparedness and national productivity 

(Haughey, 1 996). Increasingly, educational institutions are feeling the effects of gov- 

ernment decentralkation. 

The Canadian Council of Ministers of Education's report on Distance Educa- 

tion and Open Leaming outlines the growth occumng in distance education and open 

leamîng education institutes in Canada. A few statistics from this report reveal the 

following. 



Universities increased distance education course offenngs by 27% fiom 

1990-91 to 1993-94 

Internet connects 20 Sl l ion users in the US, Canada, and 150 other corin- 

tries, with the number of users doubling in 1993-94 and growing at a rate 

of 10% a month 

Telecommunication educational consortia exist in six provinces, linking 997 

cornmunities and over 40,000 students 

In addition to supporting credit courses, the consortia dispense courses for 

others such as workplace training and continuing education for health 

professionals. 

9 Penetration of distance education with both the comrnunity colleges and 

the private sector is expected to increase significantly over the n e a  five 

years (i.e., 29% expect a growth rate of more than 100%) 

This report charts enrollments in single-mode and dual-mode institutions, 

but there is no reference to mixed mode institutions. 

The report does outline several new types of convergences that are evidence of 

the shifling trends for education providers. First, in April 1994, Stentor, an alliance of 

nine Canadian telephone cornpanies, a ~ o u n c e d  The Beacon Initiative to upgrade 

networks to provide multimedia services to homes, offices, schools and hospitals 

across the country. Second, educational consortia were formed to provide infiastruc- 

ture of telecommunication services and equipment at community learning centres. 

Government is predominately providing the infrastructure support. Institutional coop- 

eration rather than competition is encouraged in several venues: shared course devel- 

opment, joint course development, and shared support for students using distance 

technologies. Govemment is facilitating access to education, partnerships with busi- 

ness, and steering higher education dong a more collaborative course towards the 

future. These links show the power of partnerships in times of goverment restraint. 



Chanaina Profile of Learners 

In addition, universities need to adapt to new pressures for relevant knowledge 

(Harris, 1987). Universities traditionally encountered young people studying for four 

years, ofien living on-campus, and thm seeking employment. Today, many university 

students have jobs while they are attending school because of the high cost of post- 

secondary education. Thus, they are studying longer. In addition, older students are 

returning to leaming settings because of unemployment or the need for retraining. The 

younger group corne equipped with cornputer skilis, while the older group brhg many 

lifeskills, responsibilities and expeneiices. Both groups seek applicable, relevant 

knowledge. 

Government support for accessibility and relevant education is described in the 

Report of the Task Force or1 Labour A&istmerzt to the Canadian Labour Force Devel- 

opment Board, (1993). Its authors state that educational and training institutes need 

to be more flexible and better prepared to meet the training requirements of new 

displaced workers. The task force report recornmends: flexible admission, worksite- 

based training, and more flexible schedules in course offenngs (p. viii). Higher educa- 

tion institutions are responding to these recommendations. 

The new displaced workers frequently have several decades of workforce 

experience. Pnor experience is starting to be valued within the higher education 

system. One example is the Prior Learning Assessrnent Centre in the Halifax Shopping 

Centre, established in 1995 to assist adult leamers in assessing past work experience 

for credit (CAUCE, 1996). The Centre provides educational advising, assessrnent and 

referral for adults returning to leaming. Al1 the local universities in the Halifax Reg- 

ional Municipality cooperate in providing this service to these new learners. 

Pritchard described the new leamers at the Open Learning in Australia as 

'empowered and aware consumers'. This type of student, predominately from the 

urban areas, is shopping for the best quality and value. Close and Martin (1996) 

depict how students are tailoring degrees by selecting courses from a variety of insti- 



tutions based on their individual ment. Tate (1995) suggests that today's consumer is 

selecting portable credits and degrees from several institutions regardless of location. 

Global communication technology convergence enhances global shopping for higher 

education via computers from anywhere, at any location. These new leamers, with 

their ability to combine work and education, and their need for flexibility and conven- 

ience, pose some interesting challenges to faculty members, as outlined below. 

Chanaina Role of Faculty 

Faculty have traditionally taught a fixed cumculum, in a fixed location, at a 

fixed tirne, to a fixed age group who have met fixed and rigid entry level require- 

ments. Only for the last decade have we talked of the "Virtual Learner," of any age, 

exposed to the whole course content at once, linked from most anywhere at any time. 

Is it any wonder that the proposed educational changes of today are disruptive to the 

majority of faculty members? 

Technology is not new to faculty, who, over the years have used many tools 

such as f h s ,  photo-copiers, and overhead projectors to supplement instruction. But 

today's technologies require more time and effort to learn if they are to be used effec- 

tively in teaching. Colleges and universities have traditionally put technology and 

pedagogy out of the academic rnainstream. Many faculty are perceived as reluctant to 

integrate technology into their teaching. On the other hand, in the traditional systems, 

there is no financial or tirne incentive for participating in technology-based education 

or redesigning courses for a new medium (Roberts, Rossiter, & Duncan, 1996). To- 

day, faculty members continue to be rewarded for research and writing. Sedlak & 

Cartwright (1997) and Roberts, Rossiter & Duncan (1996) argue that course design, 

course development and course delivery or teaching are undervalued in the traditional 

leaming institution. If we are in the 'Third Revolution" as Rifkin states, then teaching 

staff need encouragement and support to use new technology in diverse approaches to 

teaching that society has not previously encountered. 



Pedagogicaily, faculty have been responsible for cumculum and content but 

not instructional course design. They are il1 prepared to design courses since they 

seldom are taught how to teach. They are subject matter experts without pedagogy. 

One solution recommended in tbi literature is team-based coursc design. In the past, 

the focus was on the course controlled by the professor. Many faculty members, as 

subject matter experts, are not used to collaborating on content. Authors suggest this 

trend is not only changing but needs to be accelerated as the distinction between 

distance education and classroom leaming becomes obsolete. 

Sedlak and Cartwright (1997) describe this phase in higher education as a 

"new stage with a new play". They support new production, new delivery modes and 

ultimately, the emergence of newly certified organizations. if university faculty remain 

subject matter experts, they must find themselves selling their courses to these new 

credit-granting organizations. This example, similar to Open Learning Australia, 

reflects how organizations are combining and blending resources and expertise to 

offer higher education to a changing public. 

Shifis in pedagogical approaches to distance education have been creeping into 

literature over the last decade. The case studies presented at the 1992 New Delhi 

Symposium on Student Support Services in Distance Education (Sweet, 1993), reflect 

a change in the operating principles of distance education institutions. According to 

Sweet institutions are moving away from the traditional "industriai" model that is 

characterized with instructional or correspondence packages towards a more "distrib- 

uted" model based on study centers or communication networks that aiiow greater 

interaction. Holmberg (1986) also notes the increasing availability of instructionai 

strategies from independent study to cornputer- mediated learning. The trend was 

obvious in July 1995, when the Open University hosted an international conference on 



open and distance leaming, entitled Putting the Student First: Lemer-Centred Ap- 

proaches in Open and Distance Learning. Farrell and Haughey (1986) outline the 

trend away from the regular teacher-led classroom, to extension models in local facili- 

ties, and to computer assisted instruction and independent study models both in tradi- 

tional settings and at home. According to these authors, distance instructional strate- 

gies have many on-campus capabilities. Evidence of this is creeping into the cumcu- 

lum at Mount Saint Vincent University. 

The Sisters of Charity established the Mount in 1873 to train novices and 

sisters as teachers. During the last 124 years, the institution has experienced constant 

growth and change, but the teaching remained fairly traditional until the past decade 

or so. By traditional, 1 mean on-campus or extension classes conducted in a class- 

roorn, face-to-face, at a set or synchronized time. Information was disseminated in a 

one-way or didacticnecture approach. This linear or sequential approach is referred to 

in the literature as an industrial modeVmass or batch production and/or a banking 

approach (Payne, 1995). 

The Mount embraced innovative technologies for teaching in the 1980s. Dis- 

tance education technologies through Distance University Education via Television 

(DUET) and the Open Learning Program, with audio-graphic teleconferencing, led to 

new programs with greater accessibility for students, especially women. These innova- 

tive programs contributed to a shift in the institutional profile from a traditional c m -  

pus to a dual-mode institution. Fallows and Robinson (1995) report that there are 

benefits in consolidating the efforts of mixed-mode institutions. Their description of 

the mixed mode approach in Open Learning at the University of Luton reveals how 

this occurred at a time, in the early 1990s, when the university was in transition. The 

university's administration needed to maximize the investment in resources (people, 

premises, student and stafT) but they aiso recognized that this scarcity offered an 

opporiunity for an "additional and powerfbl teaching and learning methodology". I 

believe the same potentid exists at MSW.  The majority of faculty members at the 



Mount have not yet begun to consider this shifi into a mixed mode of pedagogical 

approaches. Therefore, I coasider this a "quiet convergence" at present. 

Inherent in the mixed mode is the third generation of distance course design. In 

the following section, 1 shall review some of the main shifts in teaching and learning 

methodologies in the three generations. 

The First Generation - Corres~ondence Education 

The first generation of course design in distance education can be defined as 

correspondence, control and concept mastery. Generally, correspondence education 

was teaching in a written form combined with communication with a tutor, also in 

writing. Generally, this written feedback occurred through the postal service. The 

fundamental technologies of the generation were the printing press and the postal 

service. 

The principles of correspondence education are derived fiom behavioural 

psychology (Holmberg, 1986). Also referred to as behaviour modification or operant 

conditioning, purported by theonst B. F. Skinner (1968), behavourists seek changes in 

behavior brought about by the educational process. Consistent with these principles, 

correspondence teachers convey facts, skills and values in a one-way transmission 

mode (Sweet, 1993). The transmission mode is typified in many sequenced, distance 

instructional materials following the model of Gagne and Briggs (Miller and Sellers, 

1985). The transmission mode is a conservative model and textbook controlled. 

Similarly, Kaufman (1989) notes that the leamer had no choice or power in 

their leaniing. They were controlled. This teacher-centered ap proach supported by 

Lawson and Patterson (1982) identifies the learner as incapable of choosing what is 

educationally worthwhile. These authors consider learners, regardless of age or expe- 

rience, subordinate to the teacher. It is the teacher's role to transmit "neutral knowl- 

edge," value-fiee or independent of social context. The leamer's role is to study, 

prirnarily independently, cover the chosen content and feed it back to the instructor. 



Students learned many things by memorization and felt uncornfortable challenging the 

views of the teacher. Authors such as Payne (1995) and Peters (1994) refer to this 

mass delivery of rationally planned, packaged information to passive recipients as 

being akin to Fordism. 

The Second Generation - Distance Education 

While the first generation replicated the early, ngid public school system, the 

second generation became a more shared process influenced by developmental psy- 

chologists such as Dewey and Piaget (Miller and Sellers, 1985). Dewey applied ra- 

tional or scientific principles to social problem solving while Piaget believed that 

interaction with other leamers in a stimulating environment led to democratic problem 

solving or a citizenship orientation. Miller and Sellers, in the transaction mode, ac- 

cepted that the leamer reconstructs knowledge through dialogue and that instructional 

strategies should facilitate problem solving. They considered this approach suitable 

for social and political reform. The transaction mode was more liberal than the previ- 

ous transmission mode. 

The learner had more choice in courses and topics or projects during the 

second generation. Synchronous dialogue opportunities increased with audio-telecon- 

ferencing, interactive television and some face-to-face interaction. Though develop- 

mental psychologists encouraged problem solving in a social context, content cover- 

age remained the main focus of this second generation of distance education. 

The Third Generation - O ~ e n  and Distance Education 

Kaufinan (1989) refers to the third generation in course design as a "quantum 

leap" from the previous generations. Leamers make choices and iduence what, 

where, why and how they study. This independent learning or self-directed learning is 

supported in the literature by authors such as Brookfield (1986) and Knowles (1980). 

Brookfield believes that the mix of individuai leaming in groups and in a persona1 seK 



directed way with facilitators is generally the most effective process for enhancing 

adult leaming. Self-directed learning, to Brookfield, involves reflection, critical think- 

ing and extracting personal meaning from the experience. Like Brooffield, Knowles 

supports the concept nf the growth of human potential. Knowles proposes "andrago- 

gy" as the an  and science of helping adults l em.  For Knowles, the teacher is a facili- 

tator who aids adults in becoming self-directed leamers. Kaufman's approach comple- 

ments the independent, problem-solving and cntical thinking of Brookfield and Know- 

les. 

One significant component of Kauhan's third generation course design ap- 

proach is a high degree of dialogue utilizing more traditional communication devices 

and incorporating cornputer-mediated communications (CMC). CMC is referred to as 

a post-industrial approach (Gamson, 1997), providiog collaborative opportunities 

both synchronously and asynchronously but predorninately asychronously. CMC 

focuses on on-line applications such as e-mail, electronic bulletin boards, newsgroups 

and databases. Another application of CMC is the Computer Conferencing (CC). CC 

does not replicate traditional classrooms but offers a combination of verbal discussion 

with video and audio teleconferencing and asynchronous written communication. 

Gamson outlines the values of both, with real-time verbal communication being 

spontaneous and Iess structured and written communication being more precise and 

reflective. He thinks this means of communication is consistent with the higher order 

thinking and cognitive development sought in higher education. 

Kaufman argues that the recent advances in communication technologies make 

possible the application of the third generation thinking skills. This emphasis on crea- 

tive thinking and problem solving was not possible or encouraged in the past. The 

thinking skills that are essential in a society of rapid change are now being supported 

in the emerging third generation of open distance education. 



Kaufman's third generation is paralleled by Miller and Sellers's transfonnation 

model. Their transmission to transfonnation continuum traces a novement towards a 

student-centered view of leaming characterized by increasing cumcular and instruc- 

tional flexibility. The instructional design flexibility supports the integration of leamer 

needs into the curriculum design. This holistic approach reflects the influence of the 

humanist paradigm. Humanist authors such as Maslow (1 976), Rogers (196 l), Fnere 

(1993). and Mezirow (1990) view education as a vehicle for individual development. 

Their theories pushed the humanists to a state of critical reflection. Maslow and 

Rogers stressed that adulthood is a process in which people continually stnve towards 

self-actualization and ~e~fulfillment. Friere and Mezirow not only view education in 

adulthood as a process for individual growth but suggest that as people integrate new 

experiences into their meaning schemes and critically reflect on their world, their 

actions will lead to social and political change. 

Education for the third generation of open and distance leaming is generally 

for adults. It is taking place in a tirne of dramatic change. Knowles' model of adult 

leaming has been in the literature for 20 years and 1 suggest that it would be timely to 

reconsider the andragogical model - the study of adult leaming theory - as a model 

for today's leamers. Perhaps it is tirne higher education institutions consider a shifi 

fkom pedagogical to andragogical approaches. 

Convergences in technology are linking the world in unprecendented ways. 

One result is the changing time and space of higher education. Another result is an 

explosion of information available through cornputers. Growth in the use of comput- 

ers has resulted in Uicreased unemployment and underempiopent of people of al1 

ages while the workforce requires and demands new and relevant education from the 

educational providers. The result is the emergence of new educational providers, new 



educational consortiums and new educational partnerships. The university as a priv- 

iledged place of knowledge is becoming outrnoded. Formerly supported by govem- 

ment, universities are experieacing reduced funding and increased pressures for acces- 

sibility znd accountability. Govemments' role has changed froin supporter to facilita- 

tor, in large part due to communication technological capabilities. 



Chapter Three 

Open Learning: Quietly Shifting to the Future 

Introduction 

My time as Open Learning coordinator has been exciting. 1 have seen a dra- 

matic growth in the prograrn that is in keeping with the trends outlined in Chapter 

Two. My early discussions with other distance providers confirmed the need for a 

print foundation with scheduled interaction for a successful distance program (Ami- 

rault and Smith, 1988). However, in 1988, there was no infrastructure to support 

provincial interaction, let aione an infrastructure for national or international interac- 

tion. According to Kaufhan's depictions of the three generations of distance course 

design, Open Leanllng could confirm support for the first generation or correspond- 

ence stage in 1988 but the rest was a vision. 

From 1988 to 1992, course development was the main focus of the program 

but, at the same time both M S W  and Nova Scotia Department of Education were 

exploring communication technologies for interactions. By 1992, both the Open 

Leaming program and the Department were ready to pilot an audiographic teleconfer- 

encing system. This began a distributed network, called Network NS, to link Nova 

Scotians for distance education interaction. It also represented a move into the second 

generation of distance education for Open Leaming, as described by Kauhan. 

As we progressed into the course delivery phase, student interest grew rapidly. 

Registrations doubled and tripled as course ofFerings grew nom six courses in 1992 to 

over 40 courses in the 1996-97 academic year. In 1996, one additional component 

that contributed to this rapid growth in registrations was the inclusion of graduate 

adult education courses in the Open Leamhg course offerings. It was this inclusion 

and the resulting pedagogical approaches introduced to me by Professors Welton and 

Plumb that contributed to my thesis premise that distance education and traditional 



education are being intertwined. According to Kaumian's model, Open Leaniing has 

reached the third generation of open and distance education. 

In this chapter, 1 focus on the impact of the three major îrends discussed in 

Chapter Two on the development of comprehensive course notes, the development of 

a provinciai distributed network, and the contribution of the graduate adult education 

program. In the process of refiecting upon these trends, 1 share the pertinent results of 

Open Learning students' and Open Learning faculty's surveys and interviews in order 

to provide a better understanding of the leamers, their l e d n g  preferences, and the 

pedagogical approaches of faculty. First, however, 1 examine the communication 

technological convergences as they impact on MS W, since these convergences are 

the foundation for the shifts both institutionally and pedagogically. 

Trends in Communication Technolonical Convergence at MSVU 

New technologies impact how we leam, but the technology revolution in 

education means universities must compete for leamers. To compete successfully 

requires an investment in new equiprnent and materials development, accompanied by 

an institutional and pedagogical realignment with the needs of today's students. 

The reaiities of fbnding cuts and rationaiization must be factored into our 

assessment of the impact of technology convergence on distance education. Harris 

(199 1) briefly describes "rationalization" as the dominance of a particular kind of 

rational calculation, devoted to selecting the most efficient means to secure an opera- 

tionalized end. In this light, education technology c m  be viewed as the rational form 

of a curriculum production, with distributed course materials using effective cornmu- 

nication for the purpose of achieving grades and credentials. Hams descnbes how 

rationalization spread quickly in the United Kingdom due to the pressures of market 

forces and goverment intervention. Accountancy was the main goal and he challeng- 

es us to consider the 'value' rationalization that occurs in the process. 



As noted, in the development stages of the Open Learning program, experi- 

enced administrators and educators at other universities recommended, as stated by 

Kaufinan, that a high degree of dialogue be available. We struggled to support the 

pnnt materials and also to cover the costs incurred with weekly audio teleconferenc- 

ing. In fact, we still operate in a make-shifl form of audio teleconferenciag rather than 

incumng the full costs of using a bridge for audio teleconferencing. As also noted 

previously, the Nova Scotia governent struggled with the concept and cost of devel- 

oping a communication infrastructure for the province. M S W ,  recognized as one of 

the early leaders in distance education in the province, was encouraged by government 

leaders to demonstrate a need for the provincial communication infrastructure. Open 

Learning piloted prograrns in 1992 and, gradually, demonstrated the need for an 

infrastructure as provincial education leaders contemplated the costs. To use a com- 

mon phrase, 'the rest is history.' 

The 1994 Distance Education and Open Learning Report, by the Council of 

Ministers of Education, recorded that six provinces had telecommunication education- 

al consortia. In Atlantic Canada, these are in Nova Scotia (Network NS), New Bruns- 

wick (TeleEducation NB), and Newfoundland (Telemedicine - NF). Even though these 

three infrastructures emerged by 1993-94, common standards and technological com- 

patibility did not exist. Again, Open Learning at the Mount pushed for transparent 

borders in Atlantic Canada as we tned to fulfill the ACOA mandate of offenng the 

THMT degree to improve the quality of training and services in the industry. In 1993, 

the telephone companies in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, in conjunction with the 

provincial infYastnicture of NNS and TeleEducation NB, made this possible. Students 

fiom both provinces were linked for Open Leaniing courses and geographical borders 

of the region became transparent to the public. 

Today, only four years later, the technological possibilities are much broader. 

As Haughey (1996) noted, national infiastructure is enlarging and converging. The 

National Test Network with ATM, the second phase of CANARIE, and the upgrading 



of the CA Net offer unprecedented opportunities for the evolution of an information- 

based or knowledge-based society. These devsloprne~ts filter down to benefit a srnaii 

program such as Open Leaming as we integrate email- listserv, chat groups, and 

Internet into the courses. 

Network NS and other educationd consortia continue to upgrade to keep 

pace. This fali, courses offered over NNS will have Intemet capabilities. Shultane- 

ously, we can offer multi-media, interactive dialogue to local, national, and interna- 

tional leamers - a service not available or affordable five years ago. For this reason, 

1 disagree with Harris that educationd technologies are the result of rationalization of 

educational operations. We, at M S W ,  led the demand for some of this change. 

On the other hand, government restructuring, provincially and nationally, and 

industry demands on higher educational institutions are strongly impacting srna11 

institutions such as M S W .  'Access' and 'academic upgrading' drove the 1993 Report 

of the Task Force on Labour A@stment in an effort to respond to the changing work- 

force. However, 'deficit' and 'debt' are the driving force behind some of the consorti- 

um plans in Nova Scotia. 

In Nova Scotia, and especially in Metro, reduced government funding is felt 

very strongly at small universities. On Novernber 17, 1995, a working draft of the 

Metro Halifax Universities Consortium Business Plan was circulated to the seven 

universities in metropolitan Halifax. The draft explains that the Consortium is the 

result of "actual and proposed public finding cuts" and "the perceived context for 

future fùnding and the current realities of a cornpetitive fiee trading economy." The 

draft furthet explains how the consortium is a response to a "rapidly changing world 

confronthg society where uncertainty is the watchword, while governrnents struggie 

with, and develop strategies to address, the deficit and the debt." 

We are feeling the effects of these government cuts today. In Mach 1997, the 

Nova Scotia Council on Higher Education Discussion Paper on the Funding Formula 

recommended a 10.4 percent reduction in funding for Mount Saint Vincent University 



for 1998- 1999. If implemented, this reduction of 1.3 million dollars from the universi- 

ty budget could do great harm to a small university like the Mount. 

1 agree with Hams that the governments' new role as  a facilitator of education 

t e ~ ~ i o l o g y  for rationalization purposes can be perceived as yielding operational 

objectives. Rationalization can be used as a financial end, but I question whether it is 

dso a reflection of our times and the developmental stage of communication technolo- 

gy. Regardless, the Open Learning program could not support the lifelong learners we 

encounter today, including some fkom across the globe, in both synchronous and 

asynchronous commuaication, if it were not for the government support in technologi- 

cal convergences. 

Trends in Institutional Shiftinn at M S W  

Today's technologies are significantly different than educational technologies 

even a decade ago. They provide an unprecedented access to information, interactivi- 

ty, and expert resources. Today's lifelong leamers have a very different profile than 

that of the traditional student of a decade ago. They are ofien experienced adults 

seeking training or retraining for a new workforce. Today's distance educational 

materials have the potential of being integrated with the conventional classroom in 

modes that could not have been considered a decade ago. Distance educational mate- 

rials today include print packages, CD ROM, email, listserv, Intemet and multiple 

computer modalities of auditory, graphics and text. There is little research to guide 

institutions in these changing trends. 

1 argue that in the MSW- Open Leaming program, we have quietly and unin- 

tentionaily eroded some of the traditional barriers between conventional and distance 

education. This erosioa can be perceived as 'value added' versus 'value lost' rationali- 

zation as suggested by Harris. The result is the intertwining of the conventional and 

distance modes to a new mixed mode of education. 



Looking back to the early history of the Open Leaning program, a considera- 

ble amount of tirne, money, and effort was spent in course development - the first 

four years were dedicated primarily to course developmeni. Dunng the last five years, 

course developmeni and revisions not only continue but have taken on a hrther di- 

mension as the print is converted for use on the World Wide Web (WWW). Course 

development of print materials is inextricably linked to al1 three generations of course 

design. 

My purpose here is to demonstrate that the Open Leaming course materials 

are an important ingredient in the trend towards an institutional shift. To understand 

the importance of course materials from an Open Leaming perspective, 1 address the 

role of faculty, process, and product separately. Later, in Chapter Four, I address 

issues associated with the development and delivery of course matenals in a mixed 

mode. 

Facultv members 

Faculty members are subject matter experts. They play a crucial role in suc- 

cessfbl design and implementation of a distance education program. Initial support 

from faculty in the tounsm and business departments laid the foundation for the Open 

Learning program. These faculty, similar to those described by Tate (1995), were 

responsible for cumculum and content but il1 prepared for instructional design and 

technology. They had no experience in team development but with the guidance of a 

team including instructional designers, editors and graphic artists, they became recep- 

tive to leaming and participating in this approach. 

During the first four years in particular, a considerable amount of time and 

effort was contributed by faculty members fiom both departments in a holistic ap- 

proach towards course development. As members of a department with a specific area 

of concentration, they reviewed blueprints for the appropriate tiering, emphasis and 

integration on content within the holistic curriculum. As writers, they developed the 



cumculum, guided by guidelines approved by Senate for on-site courses. As review- 

ers, they provided feedback to thek colleagues in the role of subject matter expert. As 

leamers, they had to 'rethink' how to 'recreate' sorne of the leaming experiences for 

distance, such as labs and group work that were traditionally offered in a different 

mode. The end result is a product that is appreciated and valued. 

Product 

The product, our instructional packages, have now been piloted and used for 

over five years with very positive feedback from Our evaluations. The materials are 

based on adult leaming principles, with clear objectives and a clean, concise format. 

The course notes, which are in a modular format, are easily revised to accommodate 

curriculum changes, new textbooks, or to integrate new assignments and readings. 

Process 

Haughey and Anderson (1 997), in Network Learning: The Pedagogy of the 

hternet, consider the process of leaming design support critical to success. Content 

experts cannot be expected to have the expertise needed to transfer classroom leam- 

ing to technology-based leaming. Content needs to be re-examined by means of a 

team approach for use in new media. In Open Learning, a team approach was incor- 

porated for the first stage of course development, but we did not know what technol- 

ogy would be available at the delivery stage. With the Open Learning program, we 

could S o r d  not only the expertise of instructional designers and editors, but also 

other external reviewers. In the process of developing Open Learning materials, 

extemal reviewers (as subject matter experts) were contracted to review specific 

content materials. In addition, external reviewers from other notable distance pro- 

grams were contracted to overview development of the program at that stage. At the 

same time, an additional external instructional design reviewer was contracted to 

review the block of courses. In brief, we tried to ensure that academic quality, integri- 

ty and credibility were present throughout the course development process. 



After five years of scrutiny, the results for both faculty and the institution are 

noteworthy. Several faculty, on their own initiative, include their course notes h their 

on-campus classes. Faculty include their course notes in their portfolio as they are 

considered for academic promotion and tenure. Several Nova Scotia community 

colleges purchase specific distance course materials to complernent their on-campus 

courses- The course materials are used as a mode1 for other national and international 

institutions considering the development of a distance prograrn. Course materials, 

combined with interactive technology, represent an opportunity for a higher education 

institution to consider a significantly different pedagogical approach than that found in 

the conventional classroom (Fallow and Robinson, 1995). 

Increased shiftine; with the Graduate Adult Education Courses 

In 1996, M S W  introduced the Master of Education (M Ed) program in Adult 

Education. The introduction was the result of goverment efforts to reduce duplica- 

tion in educational offerings. The rationalization process resulted in the elimination of 

the Educational program at Dalhousie University and its transfer to MS W. Several 

former Dalhousie faculty and students transferred to M S W  as a result. Since some of 

these students needed to complete a few credits and were now living outside of the 

Metro area, the faculty met with Open Leaming to explore possibilities. 

The possibilities were exciting for faculty members, students, and the Open 

Leaming administrator. The faculty designed and recruited for a new program at 

M S W .  New clientele expressed interest in the program. The interest went beyond the 

conventional student; rationalization changes in the health care field, the community 

college system and community economic development were forcing many adults to 

teach fellow adults in their respective field. These adults appreciated the value of 

complementing their content expertise with pedagogical theory. The challenge for 

M S W  faculty and administration was to meet the needs of these new students. 



The Open Learning program was ideally positioned to respond to the changing 

needs, as adult education is an open and progressive discipline. Based on the notion of 

communicative leaniing, it engages adults in active and cnticai refection of their 

world. The adult education faculty are 'open' and receptive to rethinking new ways to 

offer the curriculum. A powerful synergy developed as we collectively explored the 

use of new communication technologies and re-packaged the print-base and teaching 

methodologies. The resuit was to offer the classes 'one way only' to a set of distribut- 

ed sites (including on-campus and distance sites) using a mixture of print and seminar 

discussion via communication technology. In the process, the institution silently shift- 

ed to a 'mixed mode' for this discipline. Fallows and Robinson describe how the shift 

usually happens because of extemally imposed financial reductions, but our switch 

was to serve the needs of a new, large, and varied clientele. 

Kaufman (1 989) describes how organizations that embrace the third generation 

- open distance education characteristics of control, dialogue and thinking skills - 
will need to experiment and leam how to apply numerous teaching models, while 

using a greatiy expanded repertoire of teaching strategies. Two adult education facul- 

ty members, as early adoptees of the third generation, shared some of their thoughts 

on this educational transition in personal interviews with me on Apd  16, 1997. André 

Grace and Michael Welton's goals for the students of critical thinking and transforma- 

tive leaming did not change just because the tirne and space of teaching changed. 

Instead, the question became, "How can transfomative learning be achieved electron- 

ically?" To complement Kaufman's model, 1 now present a sumrnary of my i n t e ~ e w s  

with Grace and Welton and use them to illustrate Kaufman's characteristics of control 

by the leamer, dialogue and development of thinking skills for the third generation. 

Grace and Welton's students experienced third generation depth of leaming. 



Third Generation: Control 

The leamer-centred approach of the third generation means learners have more 

autonorny and responsibility. They have a choice of why, what, how, where, and when 

to study (1989). The leamer also has some choice in how their learning will be evalu- 

ated. In this model, learners are supported by the institution and other leamers. With 

reference to the Open Learning surveys and research, 1 look at the Open Leaniing 

students using these third generation characteristics. 

Multiple content choices exist in this discipline. Within the core courses, choic- 

es exist in the assignments. Within the summer institute and elective credits, choices 

exist in the modules selected. Learners choose the direction for their practica and 

thesis with the guidance of faculty. Leamers are encouraged by faculty to select con- 

tent according to their personal interest in preparation for a practica and an applied 

thesis. 

The choices of where, when and how to study are rnixed; learners primarily 

work independently dunng the week in their chosen time and space. Once a week, 

they come together at a set of distributed sites, where they may be alone or with a 

small group to participate in a seminar discussion. 

In the seminar discussion, Grace and Welton enable the transition fkom incor- 

porating group work in a face-to-face environment to a computer conferencing envi- 

ronment. Sites with a number of leamers form one or two groups at that site; sites 

with individual ieamers are linked together to form another group. Grace affinns the 

need to allow for the exercise of 'power' by the leamers, as recommended by 

Kaufinan, by "setting directions for the group discussion and lifting himself out so 

students can talk to one another at a level they are cornfortable." After a discussion 

period, they al1 come together for a total group sharing. 

Students develop their own ways of learning. According to Welton 'study 

circles have popped up where students are wanting to get together to read and think,' 

independent of the regularly scheduled tirne. With the mixture of leaming in this 



prograrn, students have face-to-face sharing, synchronized conferencing time, and 

asynchronized on-line tirne. Grace notes the 'energy' created by the summer institute 

as students get to know one another in this face-to-face setting. 

Both Grace and Welton are cognizant of creating opportunities that are feasi- 

ble and reasonable in tenns of financial and time expenditures for the adult learners. 

Welton States, "You can't extract the learning, learning from life situation ... as educa- 

tion moves into the 21st century ... Accessibility is very much in line with the values of 

Our program." With these thoughts in mind, Welton recalls how two leamers who are 

pregnant and other leamers who have lost family members al1 need support and tailor- 

ing of their program to meet their needs. Welton, like Kaufman, believes that "power" 

is mainly in the hands of the learner, while the faculty and the institution play more the 

role of a facilitator. 

Third Generation: Deeree of Didom 

Kaufman's third generation of course design permits continual dialogue be- 

tween faculty and leamer and among leamers. He encourages new modes of commu- 

nication that value intellectual skills, where the best ideas are listened to and given an 

opportunity to develop. 1 want to re-examine this need for dialogue as it is used by 

Open Leaniing adult education learners and faculty. 1 share with you some first im- 

pressions and the rethinking that occurred for Grace and Welton as they moved 

through this transition in dialogue styles and strategies. 

Their roles as faculty members changed. Their time and space was different. 

Instead of instructor and learner, it was now instructor, leamer, and technology. 

Bridging the technology gap appeared more difficult to them at first than bridging the 

distance gap. 

The serninar t h e  for these core courses is one and one-half hours per week for 

ten weeks. These tirneframes are rigid because of the demands on the provincial 

cornputer system (Network NS) for scheduling. Grace and Welton both felt concerned 



and insecure in this new technological environment as 'techno-peasants'. Their first 

reactior. was to resist and focus on the people present in the teaching site. initially, 

they were preoccupied with insuring that they covered key content areas until they 

noticed other colleagues woriking innovatively. This transition is noteworthy. 

Faculty members in this discipline were interacting with each other and sharing 

methodological approaches that they were trying. Forced to be more reflective than in 

a conventional classroom, they questioned how to increase student involvement, their 

art of questioning, their art of listening, and how to handle 'silence'. Welton notes that 

with Open Learning, he was "surprised but . . .p edagogical issues are sharpened ... there 

is a relearning." Both Grace and Welton noted the importance of creating a 'commu- 

nity' of instructors who are doing this and sharing what is working and how they are 

leaming, and how, together, they can talk about good practices. In noting their shift 

towards greater cornfort in teaching with technology, they noted the transition in 

dialogue approaches with the students. 

Several synchronous and asynchronous methods of verbal and written dialogue 

were integrated into their weekly lives. Grace used the list serve method for general 

information and discussion. "Email became a prime tool because you aren't restricted 

to time," he says. Welton, commenting on how some of the easy socialization around 

a traditional class time is absent in the technical linking, says it was the first time in his 

15 years of teaching that the part-time students now finish a class and hang around. 

The students' solution to the rigid technical time is to go £tom their linkage session to 

another place for continued dialogue which they have coined 'Open Learning and 

Coffee Talk!' 

As 1 already noted, Grace and Welton were concerned with 'the talking head', 

the time pressure, and the need to cover key points. With time, refiection and discus- 

sion, they became increasingly cornfortable. André Grace shared with me his strategy 

once things settled for him: 



One strategy that 1 used which was quite effective was to get students to 
volunteer to take responsibility to do a little synopsis as a refiection on a 
particular reading .... What 1 would do is let students Say, well, 'here are two or 
three key themes that were cover~d in the reading' ... or 'I?ereYs a good argu- 
ment and this is what 1 thought of it'. 1 would make mental notes as each 
person was talking. 1 would use a technique that Ira Shore developed, called 
the dialogic lecture where the teacher or the instructor cornes in at the end to 
bring ideas together. This gives students a little more control, a way to feel a 
little more empowered. They are sharing the information first and then the 
instnictor emphasizes things he or she likes, or even points out where he or 
she might disagree with a student in a reasonable way. More importantly, the 
instructor brings the process and content together once the students have 
spoken in order to tie the different articles together under the theme or the 
heading for the module used that week. So there are definitely ways that are 
fairly traditional ways to increase student voice in the classroom. 1 think that a 
very key instructor concern should be maximizing oppominities for students to 
engage with one another and share their knowledge. 

Schon (1983) describes how we identie problems when situations are puz- 

zling, troubling or uncertain. During these unique or unstable situations, practitioners 

reflect upon their experience or "knowing-in-practice" to construct a new way of 

solving the problem. Schon refers to this as creating a "new fiame." As 1 worked with 

these graduate adult education professors, 1 noted how they were initially troubled 

with the rigid instructional design of the distance inaterials. They questioned how they 

could achieve effective interactive course delivery with the new technology. They 

reflected upon their multiple roles as adult educaton "a voice lived and leamed to be 

shared and the need for their voice to be challenged," Grace stated. As a result, they 

created new opportunities or a new frame to successfully meet the new situation. 

Third Generation: ThUikina SkiIls 

Kaufman suggests that new communication technology offers the potential to 

reinvent educational strategies. Thinking skills are possible in the third generation that 

were not really feasible with the first and second generation course design because the 

third generation cumcdum emphasizes the development of problem solving, decision 

making, and critical thinking. Kauhan notes an additional powerfbl feature of this 



generation is the ability to search and retrieve information fkom large-scale cornputer- 

ized databases such as the ERIC system. These thinking skills have a significant im- 

pact on the Open Learning adult education learners. 

As noted earlier, course notes are the foundation of the Open Leamhg pro- 

gram. Designed with adult learning principles Rom Briggs (1979), and Dick and Carey 

(1978), this print base with its strong pedagogical backgrounds brought some interest- 

ing reactions from Grace and Welton. As a result of writing and teaching with the 

course notes, both found the course notes well stmctured. Grace felt they comple- 

mented his previous approach of lesson plans, and Welton noted how they comple- 

mented his carefùlly thought out course outline. 

In the literature, authors such as Hams (1991) and Haughey (1996) note the 

range of opinions on the print base, from being encasing and solidified to fluid. Welton 

originally considered the Open Learning materials similar to a behavourist fiamework- 

similar to first generation course design-but, as he worked with them, his opinion 

changed. He found they "sharpened his skills to be inventive in assignments ... to push 

the teaching in new directions." Futhermore, he stated: "1 didn't feel that rny creativi- 

ty was somehow boxed in ..A actually accentuated the pedagogical understanding of 

what 1 was doing ... The Open Leaming format pressures you nicely to make explicit 

that which is implicit.. . teaching methodology is pushed to the forefiont and flexibility 

is built into the design." 

Tate (1995) states that teaching staff are subject matter experts without peda- 

gogy. Similady, Welton states that, "one of the challenges in teaching anything reaily 

is to think it through pedagogically. 1 think what happens with university teachers is 

that they become cornplacent around the methodology because there is overwhelming 

pressure to be a content specialist not a teacher." Welton believes one of the chdeng- 

es for the teacher is to teach people "how to think'' in that discipline. He goes on to 

explain that "if you're a teacher of history, isn't one of your goals to somehow help 

your students to think historically?" 



Grace and Welton, both cornfortable with teaching the thinking skills of the 

third generation in a conventional classroom, were challenged to stimulate the same 

depth of thinking in two new ways: print plus technology. In the print mode, they 

created non-traditional assignments. Assignments were sometimes of a cumulative 

style as students gained new information From the notes and readings and were chal- 

lenged to revisit and rethink issues. In other assignments, students were stretched to 

become historical figures and create a dialogue among these key figures. From a 

technology perspective, Welton says he was "open to enhancing what we think is 

already pretty high quality material ... The audio-graphics offers very high quality in 

terms of the nature of the learning and the intellectual capacities that the students 

develop." Grace describes how people came to know one another by their voices over 

the speaker system: "a sense of voice is a good way of knowing." He felt there was 

value sometimes in not having visual impressions. 

Both faculty members saw their roles in the classroom redefined by the Open 

Learning experience. Their technological transition meant they evolved from being 

scared, insecure and self-conscious. They gained more confidence in their new roles 

over time. Welton expressed that "we not just go with the flow for this major techni- 

cal revolution but we must prepare for it." Challenged to use pnnt materials devel- 

oped by themselves or someone else, they used these materials as a "springboard for 

student discussion." As Grace states, "Here's one person's theory, here7s mine and 

then we incorporate the students' point of view." Faculty possible spent more time in 

preparation for the contact discussions although there was reduced tirne with ail 

students. Time was spent in other ways with Ernail, voice mail, and list servers. Grace 

and Welton, and others in this discipline, demonstrated that the interactive capacity of 

technology, in conjunction with well conceived leaming strategies, can engage stu- 

dents in the depth of thinking skills which is the hdmark of the third generation of 

course design in distance education. 



The Third Generation of Course Desim 

During the last two years, I conducted three forms of research in order to 

better understand the Open Leaming students and their leaniing prefsrences. The 

research included two Open Leaniing surveys plus the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, 

and a day with a few female Open Leaming students conducting participatory re- 

search. In addition to trying to understand students' learning preferences, we sought 

information to improve the quality of the teaching-learning experience. In this section, 

I bnefly outline the studies and examine the results of the students' surveys fiom the 

same perspectives as 1 did the faculty interviews, using Kaufman's mode1 of the third 

generation of open distance education. These studies are presented in chronological 

order, starting with the fa11 of 1995. 

First Research - Open Leaniing Survev One 

Subiects: Participants were the 110 undergraduates registered in the Fa11 1995 aca- 

demic year in the Open Learning Program, 83% of which were fernales. These stu- 

dents had the following characteristics: mean age of 34, 78% were fiom Nova Scotia, 

and 64% lived within an hour's drive of the university. 

Instruments: The Myers-Briggs Type hventory (Form F) containing 1 66 preference 

questions. This instrument, based on Car1 Jung's theory, identifies 16 different pat- 

terns of actions or preferences people choose for a given function. 

Open Learning Survey 1 contained £ive administrative information questions, 

six attitudinal information questions, and ten questions on technical information. 

Procedure: 

During the fa11 academic term of 1995, the Open Leaming students were sur- 

veyed to learn more about their personality preferences as measured by the 

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Form F). These preferences can affect our 

attitudes and behaviors regarding leamîng, teaching styles, and the curriculum. 



The MBTI uses four pairs of preferences: extraversion (E), introversion (1). 

sensing (S), intuition (N), thinking (T), feeling (F), judging (J), and perceiving 

(P). The Open Learning suivey and the MBTI were administered to the 110 

registrants. Students were mailed a letter asking for their support in complet- 

ing the survey and the MBTI. They were informed that their results would be 

available and explained in a forthcornhg workshop. The Open Leamhg survey 

requested information on the leamers' comfort and preference for distance 

education, and their likes and dislikes for the distance technologies. In addi- 

tion, the survey questioned the students on their preference for Open Learning 

compared to teaching in the traditional, on-campus classroom. 

Results of 74 Res~ondents - Study One: 

I~refernd Mode of Study 1 Introvert 1 Extravert 1 
-- 

1 Open Learaing / 61.5% 1 38.5% 

Seventy-four of the 11 0 Fall undergraduate students completed the survey and 

Traditional 

the MBTI. Results of these two preference groups were tabulated on Selection Ratio 

Type Tables (SRTT). Note the results of these two preference groups in these two 

24% 

learning modes. 

Ss were over represented in both preferences. Over 80% preferred S, and 

76% 

approximately two-thirds prefened T and J. The high percentage of Ss is of interest as 

is the high percentage of Ts in this predominately fernale group. Samples of Canadian 

university students have shown a higher preference of Ps than Js P r .  N. Uhl, personal 

communication, October 25, 1996). This is certaidy not the case with this group. 

Perhaps their willingness to enroii in an Open Learning program, in addition to their 

regular jobs, indicates a preference for organization and planning. Over 50% of these 

students show a preference for ST and SI. 



The results of the question comparing those who prefer Open Leaming with 

those who prefer traditional learning are interesting and telling. The preferences for 

Introverts and Sensing were significantly over-represented in those preferring the 

Open Learning mode of instruction to the traditional mode whose preference for 

Extraverts and S were significantly over-represented. While there was no significant 

difference in the two groups when examining the sixteen types because of the small 

numben in each cell, the self-selection index (I) indicates an over-representation of 

ISTJ and ISFJ types in the group prefemng Open Leaming. Fifty-three percent (53%) 

of the total group of students are represented in the two types of ISTJ and ESTJ. The 

S-T leamers is characterized by Silver and Hanson (1982) as realistic, practical and 

matter of fact. This type of leamer is efficient and results-oriented. Thus, both ISTJ 

and ESTJ have a strong reliance on facts; they like logic and analysis and prefer or- 

ganization. 

Second Research - Open Leamina Particioatoxy Research- April26.1996 

Subiects: Several of the Open Learning undergraduate female students enrolled in the 

1995-96 academic year. These students had completed the MBTI and the previous 

survey. Characteristics included a cross-section in female leamers. Some had just 

completed Open Learning courses for one academic year and others had studied with 

Open Leaming the full four years; some lived in Metro and others lived more than an 

hour's drive away; al1 three age ranges of 18-28, 29-39, 40-50 were represented. 

Instruments: Students were invited to join a small group of their peers to share their 

expenences, questions and insights on distance leaming and leamhg styles. 

Procedures: The first portion of the day was spent setting the tone and getting to 

know each other. Students shared their thoughts on returning to learning and how 

they felt about their studies. Prior to discussing their results of the MBTI, we had a 

discussion on diversity and how each of us have preferences and dualities. Student 

guessed their MBTI pronle as each pair was explained. Their results were shared and 



they were encouraged to consider their preferences as they completed the activity on 

Ten Things 1 Know About Myself As a Learner. Discussion continued around the 

following questions: 

What problems do you encounter in returning to learning? 

What form of support do you want in your studies? 

What is the most valued lesson you have learned- not necessarily from 

acadernic work but from family, fiiends or a crisis? 

How did you feel then? 

How do you feel now? 

What do you want as a result of your studies? 

The pertinent results and conclusions of the participatory research are included 

within the discussion of the third generation of distance course design from a student 

perspective. 

Third Research - Ooen Leamina Su- Two 

Purpose: 1 surveyed the students a second time in the late Fa11 of 1996 to leam more 

about their preferred learning and teaching methods and desired support services. 

Subiects: Participants were the 125 undergraduate students registered for the Winter 

1997 academic year in the Open Leaning Program. Many students were the same 

students that had completed the MBTI and the previous survey. Their charactenstics 

remain similar to that of the previous year. 

Instrument: Open Learning Survey 2 contained four administrative questions, five 

questions on preferred modes of communications using the Likert Scale, and five 

open-ended questions on leaming preferences. 

Procedure: Each student's package of materials for the forthcoming term included a 

letter asking for their support in completing the survey. They were informed that their 

preferences would help us access their preferred teaching and learning methods. In 

addition, the survey questioned the students on what they iiked best about studying by 



this method and on ways the Open Learning Program could better support their stud- 

ies. 

Pertinent results of survey one and two and the participatory research are 

included in Kaufman's charactenstics of control, dialogue and thinking skills in the 

tkrd generation. 

Student Pers~ectives' on Control 

Kaufman notes that learners have more autonomy and responsibility in their 

leamer-centred approach. The Open Leaniing survey results strongly demonstrate 

Open Learning students like to be in control of where, when, and how they l e m .  Of 

the respondents, 73% prefer distance courses to be delivered at home. They choose 

this mode of learning because they often have employrnent cornmitments. Independ- 

ence, flexibility, accessibility, and convenience are the key words mentioned through- 

out al1 three methods of study. Some prefer to work independently in a correspond- 

ence mode and feel adequate support is available at the university and thus need not 

be improved. Others mention that they value not going to the university campus both 

in time and cost savings. 

Correspondence materials and pnnt lectures were the first choice in learning 

modes for 33% of the group, followed by 30% choosing lectures and 28% preferring 

the group discussions. As they reflected upon themselves as leamers, they noted 

organization to be another one of their important characteristics. Several others men- 

tioned control of space with peace, quiet, and no distractions. This complements the 

Introvert characteristics of the Open Leaming students ftom the Myers-Briggs survey. 

Students Pers~ectives' on Dialogue 

Kaufinan's third generation of leamers have continual dialogue between faculty 

and learners and among learners. It is interesting to note that when we started these 

surveys two years ago, access to e-mail, list serves, and the Internet was not as well 



known or as readily available. So sorne of these surveys, completed pnor to the intro- 

duction of these new modes, demonstrate the interest in more dialogue through sug- 

gestions for a buddy system or shared phone numbers so they cm share opinions. 

Others suggested increased connection to the day-to-day campus life with the distri- 

bution of the campus newspapers. 

Respondents preferred individual communication with the professor by set 

telephone hours (3 5%) and voice mail (30%). The majority preferred group communi- 

cation by telephone (44%). However, at this time, survey results showed that as many 

were unfarniliar with or did not know about technologies such as e-mail and the 

WWW as those who had exposure and familiarity with these technologies. 

Small group discussions with audio conferencing ranked high in complement- 

ing their learning preference. Small groups are more intimate. Participants appreciate 

leaming the professor's view and sharing ideas in a mature class environment of 

questions and answers, not lectures. They felt connected with the weekly seminar 

calls. 

Student Pers~ectives' on Thinkina SkilIs 

Kaufman notes a major emphasis throughout the third generation curriculum 

on the development of the thinking skills of problem soiving, decision making, and 

criticai thinking. The open-ended questions and the participatory research reveai the 

students' preference for a combination of teaching methods and assignments. Some 

students mentioned that they iike to analyze; others wanted to bounce ideas off other 

students for feedback and other opinions. Some students felt cornfortable challenging 

the professor's theories; still others wanted to compare their thoughts to other case 

examples. 

Many respondents like the use of relevant practicai examples. They respect the 

professors that are open and sharing of their real life experiences. One felt better 

about herself when learning more things that interested her. Some of these students' 



thoughts reaflirm the theories of andragogy (the study of educating adults) proposed 

by Knowles. 

In comparing the Open Leaming program, Open Leaming students' preferenc- 

es and Kaufman's description of the third generation, there are several matching 

characteristics. S tudents enjoy autonomy and responsibility. Many prefer working 

independently in a quiet environment and having weekly discussions with a few peo- 

ple. Students appreciate the personal contact with professors and administrators. 

Inasrnuch as the leaming environment is different from the traditional ciassroom, it 

appears that technology, with time, becornes transparent, enabling the level of engage- 

ment and depth of dialogue to be recreated with the new technological communication 

networks, 

The intewiews refiect the faculty members' efforts to continue the dialogic 

lecture within the new technological paradigm. Group process, enabled by technology 

in both synchronous and asynchronous forms, permitted students to share their lived 

and learned experiences from multiple locations. Faculty used the pruit base as a 

stepping Stone for questions to encourage critical thinking. A collaborative process of 

faculty-student interdependency was evident as student and faculty shared theones 

and challenged the theorists and their own ideas. 

The students' surveys reflect some of the students important values, such as 

relevant knowledge, group discussion, and feeling connected to other students, pro- 

fessors and the university community. As responsible working adults, many selected 

this mode of leaming in order to have more control over their time and space for 

learning. They are not choosing a technology; technology is the tool or the medium, 

not the message. Frequently, when students cal1 to register they are not aware of the 

various technological interaction options. They are calling to continue their education. 



According to the literature, the MBTI seems particularly useN for personaliz- 

ing university instruction based on leanùng styles (Lawrence, 1984; Silver dt Hanson, 

1982; Myers & McCaulley, 1985). It is impossible to match each student's leaming 

uniqueness with complementary instruction; however, as Lawrence (1984) stated, "to 

ignore individual differences in learners is foolish" (p. vii) He contends that attention 

to students' leaniing styles to "make contact , establish comrnon ground, and pique 

interest" might mean more students would find higher education rewarding and satis- 

Qing. University administrators and faculty mernbers informed about learning style 

preferences could develop more effective strategies for enhancing the academic 

achievement, persona1 involvement and, ultimately, the retention of more students. 

These educationai goals are even more challenging when one is teaching distance 

students. 

The Open Learning surveys and participatory research complements some of 

the findings in the adult learning literature and the ISTJ and ISFJ- Myers-Briggs 

characteristics. Students' preferences for quiet, independence and a leamer-centered 

approach were revealed in several survey rnethods. Some learners value the weekly 

interaction; others appear more secure and could be self-directed leamers. The devel- 

opment of the provincial network infrastructure for weekly communication pennitted 

Open Learning students to learn at the second generation level of distance education. 

The introduction of the graduate adult education courses to the public 'one 

way only', using a mixture of distance materials and technologies linking leamers at a 

set of locations, syrnbolized the transition of M S W  fiom a dual mode institution to a 

mixed mode institution. The adult education faculty's pedagogical approach to critical 

thinking integrated into the courses with multimedia represented the third generation 

of open and distance education as descnbed by Kauhan. 



Chapter Four 

Open and Distance Education Transformation 

at a Mixed Mode iiistitution 

Introduction 

As we reflect on the Open Leamers, reconsider when, where, why and how 

they are choosing to study. Some of their characteristics are similar to those previous- 

ly mentioned by other authors. No longer is time a significant variable. No longer is 

place one of the critena for the teaching and leaming process. The demands of the 

workforce are new and different and reflected in some of our enrollments. People now 

can chose education from a virtual, global shopping mall. Authors such as Tate 

(1995), Bates (1995a), Trachtenberg (1996), and Harris (1987) suggest traditional 

universities need to adapt to the new pressures for relevant knowledge in these new 

tirnes of accessibility and accountability. 

Sir John Daniel (1996), Vice-Chancellor of the Open University in the United 

Kingdom, suggests that the security of humankind depends on our ability to provide 

education and training for everyone. He states that, "50% of the world population is 

less than 20 years old" and in some of the developing countries it rises to 70% and 

80%. W~thout education, these youth may grow up "unernployed, unconnected and 

unstable." Before 1 consider the challenges ahead for MSW,  1 want to discuss Sir 

Daniel's thoughts on the challenges technology has placed in the way of humankllid. 1 

believe the question he raises warrants consideration as we reflect upon MSW's role 

in the next century. 

Young people need education, not only for work and employment, but, also 

and more importantly, they need it to gain a sense of values and ethics. In this age of 

modern communication, with the world available at Our h g e r  tips through media such 



as television, it is harder to instill the values of a society. According to Daniel, educa- 

tion and training are considered the primary route to the desired values of responsible 

citizenship. Higher educâtion benefits both the individual who achieves socialization 

and working skills, and the community. 

If universal and effective education is a solution, Daniel states that we have a 

crisis of access. The world needs a new university campus each week to meet the 

demand, yet the costs associated with this are prohibitive for today's economies. 

Alternative instructional methods using telecommunication networks are perceived as 

one possible solution. 

Haughey (1989) questions that if Canadian universities claim to be institutions 

where knowledge is shared and society enhanced, can they ignore the trends in today's 

society of lifelong leamers wanting to leam relevant curriculum in different time and 

space with new technologies? Both Haughey and Daniel tout 'quality and potential of 

technology' as the major issues of debate for universities that must plan for the future. 

These issues require consideration as  we re-examine the Mount's mission for the next 

millennium. 

In this chapter, I examine the issues of quality, the impact of technology, credit 

transfer and collaborative ventures in the context of the trends of technological con- 

vergences, and institutional and pedagogical shifting at MS W. 1 address institutional 

issues first since 1 consider them to be most significant. 

Institutional Challenges 

The first mega-university to provide a renewed form of education was the 

Open University in the UK, estabiished in 1969 to educate part-the adult students. 

Daniel defines a mega-university as a distance-teaching institution with over 100,000 

active student enrollments for credit courses. Harris (1991) attributed the success of 

the Open University to its "open-ness and accountability." This institution provided a 



flexible response to changing labor market demands for relevant programs at the same 

time as universities encountered govemments spending cuts. The need for change 

could not be met within the existing Cambridge University (Young, 1995). Young 

recalls how the Open University was well suited to offer global, flexible, rnodularized 

courses. 

Technology, as a tool, made it possible for the Open University to adapt to 

place, professor, or culture, however, it was responsive and open-minds that brought 

this innovation to fniition. In cornparison, MS W is at a similar point of transition and 

encountering some of the same social, political and economic pressures. The question 

is how the Mount will respond to these difficult challenges. My experience shows that 

MS W is well suited to offer flexible, modularized courses to a global marketplace 

and 1 think we have attained a noteworthy start during the last nine years within the 

existing structure, but 1 question if we can accept and embrace the emerging trends. 

Open and distance education have made significant inroads in certain depart- 

ments at the Mount, especially the professional disciplines. It is diEcult for the non- 

traditional areas, such as Open Leaming, to gain acceptance in the more traditional 

disciplines of the Arts and Sciences at MS W. Histoncally, these departments have 

been the foundation of a university and ofien the slowest to accept change. Why? 

Perhaps the issue of quality as described by Daniels explains in part why these depart- 

ments are slow to respond. This appears to be a significant issue. 

Quality 

Daniel shares with us  a few of the reasons why it is difficult for universities, in 

general, to embrace change. These reasons may help us understand some of the resist- 

ance at M S W .  Daniel's thoughts express how the public decides on the quality of a 

university. 

According to Daniel, in the past, students chose universities based on reputa- 

tion. Four factors that impact reputation are age, exclusivity, wealth, and small classes 



size. Age is explained as a correlation between the value of an institution to its Ion- 

gevity. Older is supposed to be better. But, an institution cannot do aiiything about its 

age. Now we see several new fonns of higher education institutions emerging and 

being embraced by the public. As previously mentioned, the characteristics and needs 

of the new students are quite dEerent fiom the conventional student of the past. The 

age of an institution is no longer a critena in the selection process for many of these 

new students. 

Exclusivity of access is also equated with quality. Traditionally, universities 

required students to meet rigid entrance standards. The higher these standards, the 

better is the institution's reputation. That was then. Now exclusivity is out and inclu- 

sively is in. Exclusivity may continue to apply to the elite universities but inclusivity is 

encouraged with the majority of universities trying to meet the needs of today's edu- 

cation consumer. 

Today, govemments promote and support access for leamers in their geo- 

graphical areas. Since governments finance and regulate higher education, their rec- 

ommendations cannot be ignored. Several Canadian task force reports have recorn- 

mended a foundation of educational and social values that include increased access for 

leamers in their geographical locations, choices for learners with high quality materi- 

als, and value for the investment by both government and student. This vision is artic- 

ulated in Distnbuted Leaming Task Force in British Columbia (Bizzocchi, 1997.p.10): 

"British Columbia's post-secondary distributed leaming system will deliver high- 

quality post-secondary education, training, and support seMces where and when the 

leamer needs them." 

Technology is viewed as a cost-effective solution to increased access in devel- 

oped and developing countries. Frequently, institution cannot af5ord to invest in large, 

physicd infrastructure required for this technological change. However, investments 

for teaching cost-effectively are contrary to the third factor of days past as describes 

by Daniel. 



The third factor, wealth, is attributed to the long tradition of kings, noblemen, 

industrialists and alumni wanting their mernories to live on in the wnes of buildings, 

professional titles and chairs. Wvenities with lavish resources fiom endowments are 

perceived to be beiter. No wonder academics r re  reluctant to address ths  challenge. 

Hall (1991) thinks future universities may be much smaller or may not be located on a 

campus. The emergence of virtual universities and mega-universities challenge the old 

ways of raising money and providing recognition to benefactors. 

The fourth factor is the ratio of smaller classes to faculty resources. This 

translates as a fear of reduced contact between faculty and student and was one of the 

first concems voiced by faculty members at the MS W senate table when the Open 

Learning program was introduced. Their feus were strongly contradicted in the Open 

Leaming surveys and interviews I conducted between 1995 and 1997. Open Leaming 

has only ofTered courses in small group scenarios. Survey results fiom both Open 

Leaming faculty and students demonstrate that contact between faculty and student 

has increased compared to students' previous experiences in a classroom. The differ- 

ence with distance students is that the interaction is frequently more individual than in 

a group setting. The interaction patterns keep changing as e-mail, list serv, databases 

and the Internet are incorporated into the distance program. The question 1 ask is: Are 

these other forms of asynchronous communication being integrated in distance educa- 

tion or are they being integrated into the traditional classroom as well? 1 conclude that 

it is time to rethink the ways we measure the quality and intensity of interaction be- 

tween faculty and student. 

The Mount, similar to other univenities, has prided itself on rnaintaining a 

reputable standard using a common yardstick. These four factors emphasize again 

how the tirne and space of education are changing. Age, exclusivity and wealth of an 

institution are not the cnteria used by many of today's lifelong learners in selecting an 

institution. Perhaps we need a new yardstick. Indeed, they are no longer the criteria 



used by government in allocation of resources (Reuber, 1996). Therefore, what will 

happen at the Mount if we do not respond to the government pressures? 1 believe our 

chailense is to 'rethirk' Our role for the future and, in the process, question new ways 

of measuring quality. 

The Im~act of Technoloey 

As we re-think how we measure quality, we cannot ignore technological pres- 

sures indirectly contributing to M S W  from the changing marketplace. A quick over- 

view of higher education across Canada, and especially Atlantic Canada, over the last 

five years reveals new and different providers, due in part to technological deveiop- 

ments and changing government support. The following highlights are from the 

CAUCE Deans and Director Institutional Reports for the sprhg meetings in 1997. 

Trends identified are as follows: 

Full and part-time credit enrollnient is flat or declining; (e.g., University of 

Alberta, Laurentian, Laurier, Windsor and UNB). 

Tuition is up as much as 20%; (e.g., Laurentian University, Mount Allison 

University and Westem). 

Distance education enrollment is increasing; (WBC, MSW,  UNB). 

Distance certificate and program oEerings are increasing; (e.g., University 

of Alberta, UBC, McGill, Ottawa, St.FX, TUNS, Westem, Sir Wilfied 

Laurier, U. Victoria and UCCB). 

Collaborative ventures are being pursued; (e.g., University of Aiberta, 

UBC, Ottawa, Laurentian, Mount Allison, UNB, SMU, St. FX, TUNS, 

Westem, Sir Wllfied Laurier, U. Vic and UCCB). 

The first indication of emerging rnixed mode education was expressed by 

Mount Allison University as part of its fa11 1997 plans, due to shortage in 

facuity resources. Daytime on-campus classes WU be comected to students 

at distance sites for a joint course offering. 



Some of these institutions identified their most critical challenges as recog- 

nizing and providing training needs for the emerging professional and 

organizational clientele who seek quality and service. One essential step 

identified was the implernentation of a user-friendly, one-stop point of 

entry. 

The above excerpts demonstrate the present-day shifting interest 'in' and 

'planning for' distance ventures, O ften with other educational and industry 

partners 

Several of these universities did not have any distance offerings five years 

ago. 

Growing Maritime Com~etition 

Distance education is rapidly growing in the Maritimes (Nobes, 1996). Acadia 

University is on-line, advertising friendly personal service anywhere in the world with 

80 correspondence courses on the WWW. The Acadia Advantage initiative is a series 

of partnerships with companies such a s  IBM Canada Limited, MT&T, and the Mani- 

ott Corp. of Canada to make Acadia the first in Canada to apply the resources of 

today's information technology to university education. Even with its technological 

growing pains Acadia is now out front in terms of marketing to the clientele of the 

next century. 

In the past, Dalhousie University did not appear to be interested in distance 

education. In 1993-94, Dalhousie had four distance nursing credit courses. However, 

in 1995, Dalhousie announced a major strategic distance education plan on the Web, 

with sweeping changes across many disciplines with multi-mode delivery. Present 

developments include on-line Commerce courses, additional Environmental distance 

courses as a result of the Dal-TUNS merger, and a distance MBA in international 

banking. 



Five years ago, there were no distance education offerings at UCCB. Today, 

students can complete two undergraduate degrees through distance education. With 

over 40 credit courses developed, UCCB is partnering with the Univerçitd de Monc- 

ton to develop bilingual offerings. They are working with the corporate sector (Pratt 

& Whitney) to develop partnerships in distance offering in such timely programs as 

Bachelor of Technology and Environmental Studies. Programs versus straight course 

offerings are contributing to this success. 

In New Brunswick, multiple partners fiom the corporate and education fields 

have proposed the Eaton Multimedia Learning Centre ( MMLC) (Nobes, 1996). It 

focuses on the current convergence of information technologies and educational needs 

both internally at UNB and extemally in the Fredericton comrnunity, the Atlantic 

Region, Canada, and globally. Distance program funding is available in New Bruns- 

wick through Tele Education NB, ifit includes corporate partnerships and a web 

component. 

As Massy and Zemsky (1995) warns, nontraditional educational providers in 

corporate partnerships are filling voids for relevant education at a substantial cost to 

the student. Compu-College and InfoTech Institute in Halifax are becoming national 

education service providers. In Cape Breton, MacTech Education Services has ap- 

proximately 800 students enrolled from across Canada and the US. Working in part- 

nership with strong players such as BM and MT&T, they are helping to construct the 

new world of cyberspace education (Partridge, 1996). Future plans include the take 

over of four trade schools in the US. 

Credit Transfer 

In Atlantic Canada, not only is there a significant growth of interest by other 

universities to be distance providers compared to five years ago, but pressure for 

credit transfer between institutions has increased. Recommendations for the hture 

indicate that this pressure may increase even more. The Premiers of Atlantic Canada 



requested that the first two years of undergraduate studies be available by distance by 

the fall of  1996. Al1 member instituiions of the Association of Universities and Colleg- 

es of Canada agreed in September 1995 to accept for credit al1 first and second-year 

courses nom member institutions. December 1996 was the proposed date for accept- 

ance of transferability of third and fourth-year university credits. Distance offenngs 

for the third and fourth years are lirnited at MSW.  The Mount, once a recognized 

leader in this area is losing stride compared to the new Pace of emerging cornpetition. 

Collaborative Ventures 

As we consider a few of the challenges for M S W ,  let us reflect upon a few 

examples of existing collaborative ventures. Cooperation and collaboration between 

education providers is proving to be advantageous for al1 concemed. M S W  is in 

danger of being outpaced by those institutions adapting more quickly to this change 

through collaborative ventures, effective use of technologies, and future planning. The 

advantages gained are outlined in some of the following examples. 

In the United States, one of the most publicized examples, the Westem Coop- 

erative for Educational Telecornmunications (WCET), has been actively involved in 

the planning of the Westem Govemors University. The WGU plans to offer aggregate 

courses fiom existing educational providers. Similar to the Open University in Aus- 

tralia, the WGU will cal1 for education providers to supply courses rather than devel- 

op its own. Competency-based degree and certificate programs witl be available by 

multi-technologies. WGU will provide a cornprehensive source of information about 

courses and programs, but it will also provide additional services, including registra- 

tion and both on-line and live advising services. 

The Open Leaming Agency, Contact North, Inter Universities North, Universi- 

ty on the Miramichi and The Westem Universities Telecourse Consortium are major 

examples of some Canadian consortia. The benefits derived from consortia efforts are 

increased student participation; shared overhead for space, personnel and equiprnent; 



shared resources of courses; increased revenue; increased availability of materials, and 

easier access to credentials. 

As mentioned earlier, in Atlantic Canada, a major collaborative proposa1 is 

being pursued. The Association of Atlantic Universities (hXJ) (Barnsley, 1996) is 

seeking, through appropriate Iegislation, the authority to grant degrees, diplomas, and 

certificates. This initiative provides the opportunity for thousands of people who have 

already taken university courses to continue their studies by distance or on-campus 

from accredited institutions without fulfilling a residency requirement. AAU member 

universities are encouraged to concentrate on offenng their specializations and avoid 

duplication of eEorts and costs. Plans are being considered to establish the Atlantic 

Association of Universities Open Learning Accrediting Service under the authority 

and control of the AAU. If this materializes, the potential market will greatly increase. 

There are many common threads of concem expressed by Canadian universi- 

ties as they contemplate the future. The most significant thread is coping with reduced 

govemment financial support. On the other hand, govenunents are offerhg technolog- 

ical networks as one solution to the financial reduction. In conjunction, there is a new 

market of mature, professional leamers seeking credit for previous experience and 

requesting relevant, work-related courses fiom providers globally. Once these lifeloag 

learners have found the appropriate program, their selection criteria appear to be 

quality, service, convenience and flexibility. 1 believe the Mount can build on its exist- 

ing strong foundation, but there is an urgency. 

The Mount's Stronn Foundation 

The Mount is exceptionaliy strong in the areas of leadership, faculty, cumcu- 

lurn specialties and distance education. The president and senior administrators of 

M S W  are knowledgeable and informed leaders who have the support of the universi- 

ty community. During the past year, the new president worked to build consensus as 



new university cornmunity issues arose. Daniel suggests that this management style 

may be a strength at universities as they plan, idente strategies, and build new tearns 

in a culture of adopting technology. 

Faculty members remain subject matter experts. Through the Open Learning 

experience, we now have a core of instructors with new expertise in course design. 

Their multiple roles as designers, writers, reviewers and facilitators of distance cours- 

es are an asset to be s h e d  with others for future development in this new mode. 

They are well equipped to work with others in business and industry as resource 

people to develop customized training packages (Roberts, Rossiter, & Duncan, 1996). 

The Mount has many specialty content areas or, in marketing terms, 'product 

niches', that are unique. Some are unique in Canada; others are unique in Atlantic 

Canada. The Open Learning statistics demonstrate that most distance education stu- 

dents are drawn from Atlantic Canada. Future enrollment looks promising if we offer 

more of these complete, specialty prograrns. Presently, offerings in areas such as adult 

education, gerontology and tourism are limited, but increased offenngs in public 

relations, information management, women's studies and other areas of education 

could contribute to further uniqueness and registrations. 

The Open Learning program has offered courses for five years. Growing public 

demand, retuming students, and positive feedback within a climate of increased corn- 

petition indicates that we laid the groundwork to bridge many of the lifelong learners' 

needs. Quality and technology remain two major challenges for the Mount as we 

address the future, but there is a good foundation on which to build. 1 suggest, not 

only that this foundation in Open Leanilng is acceptable, but also that mixed mode 

education could be a mode1 for teaching and learning, both internally and externally, 

as we consider university renewal for the 21 st century. 



The Mount's Challenges 

Small institutions like the Mount have limited resources. As 1 contemplate the 

vision for the next century, 1 ask what can universities like the Mount do to survive in 

the next millennium? I propose that a shifl to rnixed mode can be perceived as both a 

threat and an opportunity. It is new and requires a change of thinking in the academic 

culture, but it has demonstrated its strength of cost-savings and new pedagogy at 

M S W .  Therefore, 1 wonder how do we enhance this approach for the future. 

I think we need to concentrate foremost on our strengths as a university corn- 

munity and collectively offer 'quality and service' in order to achieve what Pacey and 

Pemey (1995) emphasize : that each person must understand their role and value 

within the learning culture. Only collectively working towards the same vision do we 

stand a chance of developing 'loyalty7 and returning students. In other words, we 

must do what we do well. Regardless of the technological developments, the best 

advertisement is word of mouth, especially since we draw many of our learners fiom 

Atlantic Canada. 

Every educational provider cannot offer al1 programs. Many providers already 

offer duplicating programs. How does a university like the Mount set itself apart, 

especially if students can choose fiom as smorgasbord of institutions for their cours- 

es? The smorgasbord may happen in Atlantic Canada sooner than we think. Once an 

institution agrees to break tradition, what choice do the other small institutions have 

but to follow? One suggestion, besides being the one to break tradition, is to provide 

students with a quality first-hand experience about which they wiii teil others and 

return. 

We must ask ourselves how we can provide this quality and seMce. One good 

starting point is Blueprint '98, a strategic plan for the university's future, formulated 

with input corn the university community. Atter the Blueprint '98 is approved and the 

implementation phase begun, 1 suggest the 'quality circle teams' created in the post- 



industrial Japanese era may be worthy of consideration at MS W. Many policies and 

procedures that need to be revisited need the holistic input from marginalized repre- 

sentatives in the university community. Flexibility in team composition was a key 

component of these quality circles. As consumers, we expect quality and service daily. 

To compete with the new wave of private delivery educational providers, we need to 

compete like an business- an educational business. This includes providing services 

such as one-stop shopping for admissions, registrations and financial requirements, 

personalized student support services, and recognition for Iife experiences. 

Work has already been done by Daniel (1996), Pritchard (1995), Sedlak and 

Cartwright (1 997), Haughey and Anderson (1997), and Robert, Rossiter and Duncan 

(1 996), whose suggestions listed below hold prornising considerations for the future. 

Offer total programs to guarantee some enrolment stability. Presently, most 

program offerings lack courses, especially A r t s  and Science courses. 

Increase credit transfer between institutions to assist in establishing part- 

nerships with others for course development. If we do not have subject 

matter experts willing and able to support course development at the 

Mount, others universities may be able to assist. 

Work with collaborating institutions to offer a common core cumculum. 

Increasingly, government encourages providers to offer the first two years 

of a general art degree to local communities. 

Value students that are combining work and studies. It is a different psy- 

chological adjustment for traditional institutions, but the Mount has already 

made inroads in this adjustment with the acceptance of gender sensitivity. 

Not as much progress, however, has been made with regard to the accept- 

ance of the time and space daerences. 

Reconsider the marginalized role of distance education. Open Leaming 

operates at the margin but not eorn a marginal perspective, and ifwe are to 



create a holistic vision for the future, continual bridging is required within 

the university cornmunity to further build integration and understanding. 

If tiiese authors are right, they lay the groundwork for concepts that could be 

applicable to the Mount in the face of technological and pedagogical changes. 

The Mount's Technological Challen~es 

A multitude of authors describe how society is on the cusp of a wave of 

change brought about by communication technology advances. Tate (1995) says 

technology is changing the way we leam. Pritchard (1995) describes how technology 

is shifting the way consumers choose education. The role of faculty is reconfigured in 

the Australian mode1 (Prichard). In 1991, Hall imagined the use of the electronic 

universities that are now a redity. New consortium models of universities, such as the 

University of the Western Governors, are emerging. 

What are the impacts of these technological trends on universities like the 

Mount? 1 think the Mount needs to decide if technology is to be integrated into edu- 

cation generally or viewed from the penphery of distance education, and if so, what 

elements of subject areas are suited to this methodology. 

Technolow Access and S u ~ ~ o r t  

Our challenges, like those of so many others universities, are 'the access and 

support' for technology. Access can corne in several forms. First, there is access to 

financial resources to purchase equipment. Second, leamers and educators do not 

know these alternatives exist or how to properly access equipment. In Nova Scotia, 

promotion and awareness regarding these alternative modes of education are weak. 

Once accessed, learners and educators need training and support to use technology. 

Often, in distnbuted site linkages, educators must rely on volunteers to help with this 

support. In many cases, they have not received proper training. At the university level, 



there is an equal need for this cornmunity to have training and support for using tech- 

nology. Consider a few suggestions from the literature. 

Few institutions are in a position to design and impiement modem, sophisticat- 

ed network solutions for large number of users (Tate, 1995). Thus, the need for part- 

nerships is necessary and inevitable. 

As stated earlier, Open Leaming could not provide some of the present course 

offerings without the support of an infrastructure such as Network NS. Open Leam- 

ing cannot move professionally forward on the Internet and WWW development 

without outside partners. As we explore partnership opportunities, it is evident that 

the two are inextricably linked. As long as the goal of educational access is supported 

by industry providers, al1 will benefit and grow. 

Bates (1995b), Roberts, Rossiter, & Duncan (1996) state there are no sole 

solutions or one super technology. Each medium is unique and al1 have strengths and 

weaknesses. Combining media or a multi-media approach provides opportunities to 

accommodate the diEerent lemers' leaming styles and the varying needs of the 

content. Technologies need to be judged on their educational and operationai qualities 

(Bat es, 1995 b). Formative evaluations are recommended early in the instructional 

cycle with technology so changes in pedagogy can be made if necessary (Roberts, 

Rossiter & Duncan, 1996). 

Student access to technology is rapidly changing. Many students enter univer- 

sity with a level of comfort with technology higher than that of their teachers. Many 

students of the future will bring or purchase their own equipment. They will expect 

the university to provide access to software fiom the networks. It appears that univer- 

sities have no choice but to supply the basic technological requirements, but student 

numbers are critical to offset the costs of this investment (Bates, 1995b). The Mount 

is not alone in this struggle. 



Steve Gilbert of the American Association of Higher Education 

(aahesgit@list.cren.net) describes recent trecds in edücational technology and chang- 

ing conditions on campuses as the 'support sei-&ce crisis'. On May 12th, 1997, he 

noted that his earlier predictions on the support seMces crisis were a timid underesti- 

mation of what is happening in most institutions. He describes several symptoms, 

including : 

Rapidly widening gap between resources and faculty and student expecta- 

tions; 

Technology support services personnel are often overworked and over- 

stressed; 

Faculty cannot get the help needed to move ahead with technology; and 

Faculty and students need more help fiom librarians and faculty develop- 

ment professionals. 

These implications are felt strongly at a srnall university like the Mount as we 

stniggle to provide support services in conjunction with the provision of computer 

technology and Intemet access. The issues and cost associated with the 'Third 

Revo1ution7(Rifken, 1995) are unprecedented in the life of rnost higher education 

institutions. 

The Mount's Pedaaogical Challenges 

Correspondence, extension and distance education have traditionally had low 

status within a university system (Daniel, 1996). 1 consider Open Leaming distance 

education not ody acceptable but a model for traditional courses development and 

delivery. If education is fùndamentally about dialogue and reflection (Bates, 1995a), 

distance education helps fiame and establish educational dialogue in two signincant 

ways: first, the print base, and second, the interaction. Daniel States that distance 

education no longer has a distinct and cornmon pedagogy. According to hm, "The 



pedagogy of synchronous remote-classroom teaching resembles the pedagogy of 

classroom teaching more than it resembles the pedagogy of asynchronous correspond- 

ence teaching." 

Do the basic principles of pedagogy change fkom one mode of leaming to the 

other? Are not discussion, feedback and critical thinking the needs of d l  leamers? 

What are the best possible tools to achieve this transformative leaming? Have we 

corne full circle with the intertwining of distance and the traditional classroom? 1s the 

mixed mode of program delivery of  benefit to the institution, faculty and the learner? 

Let us look at a few of the pedagogical issues in the literature associated with these 

questions. 

Interaction 

Interaction with teachers and learners is essential for effective leaming (Bates, 

1995b). Dialogue through the use of multimedia is essential in the third generation of 

distance course design (Kaufman, 1989). Technology is now an integral part of the 

instructional process and according to Wagner (1990). there is interest in shifting 

newer educational technologies fiom the periphery to the centre of teaching. Educa- 

tional components used to include teacher, learner and curriculum. Today, there is 

another component: technology (Welton, 1997). This is a common concern for ail 

educators, whether on campus or at a distance. Two Bequeat issues that anse in the 

literature is the rigidity of print materials and whether or not dialogue with technology 

is real. 

Print Packages 

Looking more closely at the print materials, Menzies (1994) challenges that 

educational packages can be perceived as a 'commodity to be consumed' rather than 

an educational experience grounded in a real culture. A host of authors refer in a 

negative terms to distance providers as importers and exporters of education. 1 agree 

with Menzies regarding to the need to value cultural sensitivities if materiais are 



shared with other countries, but 1 believe that the genenc subject matter can be a 

sound foundation and offers many advantages to Iess developed countnes. One note- 

worthy exarnple was Russia's request for educational assistance from the Open Uni- 

versity in the UK in 1995. It came at the same time as the country experienced a 

decline in cornmunism. Since the OU had the basic courses and expertise, their leam- 

ing materials were custornized for this culture. 

Open Learning at the Mount has been both an importer and exporter of maten- 

als to the benefits for al1 institutions involved. This approach was highly recommended 

in Our initial research for Open Leaming, more cost-effective, and exemplifies Haugh- 

ey and Anderson's (1997) suggestion to, 'adapt versus create.' With transfer of cred- 

its between institutions, is this not a recognition that a large percentage of the content 

is sirnilar? 1s the sharing of course matenals that much different than having several 

professors on-campus using the same textbook to teach a course? Do the professors 

not add their own voice as they teach on-campus? Did not André Grace add his voice 

as he taught the adult education students using the Open Leadng materials devel- 

oped by another writer? 

Shift in Facultv Roles. Relations and Practices 

AU of this print base contributes to looking at a different way of teaching and a 

different role for faculty. Bates (1995b), Roberts, Rossiter & Duncan, (1996), and 

Tate (1995) al1 note that faculty tend to suffer a lack of support and financial or time 

rewards for participation in technology-based education or redesign of a course. 

Faculty members are encouraged to research but not to write distance materiais. They 

have no standards or guidelines for teaching with technology at this early stage. I fwe 

accept this shifiing, then faculty roles wil1 have to be defined with less emphasis on 

classrooms and more emphasis on possible new roles for faculty. 

A newer role for faculty members is to become part of course design teams, as 

I have already shown to be essential. Content experts c m o t  be expected to have the 



expertise to revise a classroom course for teaching with technology. Working as team 

members for content development cm be a new role for faculty and ofken entails 

kiving up control (Roberts, Rossiter & Duncan, 1996). Frequently, faculty in a tradi- 

tional classroom had complete autonomy over the course content. In this team proc- 

ess, a variety of resource people cm be involved in course design and delivery. 

Another faculty roie that requires re-thinking concems student and faculty 

contact tirne. Traditionally, faculty taught courses a set number of weeks with a set 

number of hours per week in the classroom. If students receive well structured materi- 

als with clear objectives and work independently during the week, contact time as a 

group is fiequently shorter, both in number of weeks and length per week. A different 

type of dialogue may continue during the week using technology. Rather than the 

traditional lecture, students and faculty are engaged in a seminar discussion as a 

group. E-mail, list serv, voicemail and telephone are used for individual contact. 

Again the distinctions between the faculty time for traditional and distance modes are 

blurred. 

Dialoaue Questions 

This leads back to the question of the value of the dialogue with technology. 1s 

it real diaiogue or not? How can applications of communication technologies provide 

the catalyst and the means for active and deeper learning? The debate of fostering 

meaningful interaction both in traditional and on-line environrnents is active and 

rampant both in the literature and on-line. It appears that more research into best 

practices in this area is just beginning. 

Menzies (1994) indicates that technology is used for "information production 

and consumption, not diaiogue." Technology can certainly be used this way, but is that 

any dinerent than an instructor lecturing a large group of students? Face-to face is 

certainly powefil and generally preferred but has classroom education not been a 

combination of face-to-face, telecommunication and independent work? The face-to- 



face meetings range from the early tutorials to large lecture. Asynchronous telecorn- 

munications date back to conespondence and written assignments. Independent work 

has been guided through reading, research and laboratory rxperiments. In the last few 

years, communication technologies have provided a rapidly increasing variety of 

options for changing or enhancing the combinations of the past but many people are 

not ready to consider the potentials. The following anecdote highlights what is proba- 

bly a traditional view of rnany on-campus faculty. 

Steve Ehrmam, in a distance leaming strategies workshop with Arts and 

Science faculty fiom the University of San Francisco, described how aome faculty saw 

the campus world and networked world as adversarial. Some faculty claimed, "Tme 

academic and spiritual community can only be created through face-to-face interac- 

tion." In his workshop, Ehrmann outlined how participants experienced a transition in 

thinking in two ways. First, they acknowledged that one institution oannot afford al1 

the resources its people might need, nor can dl faculty and students be on campus at 

one time. Second, thinking changed as the participants shared stories of two dying 

colleagues who had used the Internet to remain part of a supportive, living community 

as life neared its end. Gradually, the lines between on-and oEcampus were eroded as 

the participants explored what activities could best be done on-campus and what 

rnight be done adequately or better off-campus. 

This story highlights for me some of the transition I have encountered with 

faculty, students and administrators as we al1 try to understand the rapid changes we 

are encountering in teaching with technology, while at the same time we try to pre- 

serve quality, value and integrity. Al1 education is at a distance. Al1 education uses 

some form of technology. 



There is not a single pedagogical solution, but I do believe the Adult Educa- 

tion faculty at the W u n t  have fostcred meaningful dialogue in a combination of ways. 

This includes face-to-face, synchronoua, and asynchronous communications. Since 

Open Leaming leamers Vary in background and learning styles, individual leamers can 

approach the same materials differently based on their unique leaming styles. With this 

open approach, Open Leaming faculty and students have worked within a 'fluid not 

rigid' structure- a combination of print, and personal and technologicai interactions. 1 

offer my assessrnent as one way to consider challenges for the new millennium. 

The challenges for small universities like the Mount are enourmous. Challenges 

include access, support and acadernic upgrading for al1 learners in their own location. 

Declining enrollments and increased tuitions are forcing higher education institutions 

to consider collaborative ventures and partnerships. The popular perceptions of uni- 

versity quality are barriers to change and thus need to be revisited. The changing role 

of faculty from knowledge provider to knowledge facititator needs to be rethought. 

Can the appropriate use of technology add quality to the teaching and learning expen- 

ence and help universities overcome some of today's barriers? 



Chapter Five 

Open and Distance Education in the Future 

Introduction 

In this chapter, 1 focus on a few issues that are associated with the mixed mode 

approach at smaller universities but that exist within the new global paradigm. Work- 

ing on the assumptions that there is value in the concept of mixed-mode education and 

that there is value in the third generation of open and distance education course de- 

sign or 'knowledge media' (Daniel, 1996), my examination lems towards some of the 

holistic trends that small universities need to re-consider in these changing times. 

These issues are not specific to either conventional or distance education but are 

intertwined as 1 move to consider the big picture of higher education. 

While wnting this thesis, the words of the song, "What a Difference a Day 

Makes" kept coming to mind. For this thesis, that title could be modified to "What a 

Difference a Decade Makes!" While reflecting on the past decade, 1 also wonder 

about the decade ahead. Throughout my thesis, 1 have touched on several trends in 

higher education that aïe frequently less than a decade old. As educators prepare for 

the decade ahead, over half of the world's population will live most of their lives in 

the twenty-first century. How will these people be educated? 

In this chapter, 1 examine the progression of some of these trends, and some of 

the questions they raise for small institutions considering their role in the next century. 

The trends and questions are addressed fiom the holistic perspective that small institu- 

tions are experiencing an institutional and pedagogicai blurring due to technological 

convergences. To me, one issue is no longer the question of conventional or distance 

education. Rather, the question is the effective integration of technology into Our 

educational systems, and 1 wonder - how we are to foster deep leaming. Another 

issue is the shape of the future university, and 1 wonder ifwe cm weave the present 



traditional, ngid, exclusive and closed system into a fluid, inclusive, modern and open 

system. If we do, what will the new leaining community be like? If we do not, what 

will happen to the present day srnall higher education institutions? Will many be re- 

ylaced by other providers? There are many, many questions to consider. 

Considerations for Small Universities' Role Within the Global Picture 

Education helps to improve the quality of life and reduce poverty. In 1997, 1.1 

billion children in the world are without education and books (Negroponte, 1997). If 

we are to keep up with this educational demand, we need to create a new campus 

every eight days (Daniel, 1996). Since this is not econornically feasible, the World 

Bank, as one concerned provider, is focusing on building systems that use technology 

to achieve its mission of investing in people. One example of this is the Knowledge 

Bank (http//www.world bank/org./children). This system is possible due to communi- 

cation technology developments but according to Miller and Sellars (1985) it brings 

to the surface many interesting educational tensions. 

GIobalism and Remonalism 

First, tensions exist between globalism and regionalisrn (1985). It is under- 

stood that developing countries need educational assistance, but whose curriculum do 

you provide? In what laquage? Whose culture is reflected in the curriculum? As we 

watch this global interdependence grow, we also witness growing interest in cultural 

and ethnic identification and preservation. Menzies (1994) w m s  us that as education 

is transfonned more and more into a commodity, there is a greater need to preserve 

culture and base education in cornrnunity Me. As global educational opportunities 

explode, major questions arise about what is to be the role and contribution of small 

universities. 



Indenendence and Intercie~endence 

A second tension noted by Miller and Sellars (1985) exists between centralized 

and decentralized decision making. This trend in education in Canada is felt particu- 

larly at the political and economic levels. Educational systems are being restructured. 

One example in the Halifax Regional Municipality is Metro rationalization. Another is 

the federal government review of national and provincial funding formulas. 

Reuber (1996) States, "Universities have little or no control over both their 

revenue and their expenditures" (p.42). On the revenue side, universities do not know 

if enrolrnents for the upcoming year will increase or decline at the same time that their 

tuition fees are dependent on government grants. On the expenditure side, universities 

usually sway to the side of caution and do not incur the extra cost of human resources 

in anticipation of these unknowns. In both cases the institutions m u t  wait until the 

academic year is well undenvay before determining their financial position. It is a 

dificult way to conduct business. 

Reuber suggests that a challenge for universities of the future will be to regain 

their 'independence and autonomy.' Thus, we are witnessing a trend toward privatiz- 

ing tuition, as evolving in several examples previously stated in this thesis, especially 

that of the MBAs- perhaps because scme institutions appear more explicit in this 

mandate than others. If this assumption is correct - and it certainly appears to be a 

risk - how can small universities a o r d  to privatize? 

Countering Reuber's view, 1 think the challenge for universities is to maintain 

identity within the trend towards 'interdependence'. Interdependence is happening in 

many forms. Universities such as the Western Governors consortium are pooling 

courses to collectively offer programs. Corporations are working with subject matter 

experts fiom universities for training. N & T  is a leader in a global distance leaming 

initiative involving eight countries (ICDE, 1997). Corporations need education part- 

ners the same as universities need corporate support. 



In September 1997, The Canadian Education Industry Surnmit is scheduled to 

meet in Toronto. The purpose of the conference is to introduce the "education indus- 

try" to the financial community in order to provide the latter with compelling reasons 

for investments in the education industry. The North American education industry is 

descnbed by summit organizers as a $700-billion industry. They suggest that investors 

are eager to commit significant capital to the for-profit segment of this industry. 

Distance education is one of the opportunities included in this surnmit agenda. 

As we have seen with examples such as the Open University UK, some of these new 

initiatives exist within the original university fiamework, and others, facing too much 

resistance, will have to create a new identity. 1 include this example because the edu- 

cational summit members suggest that the shift from public to private delivery agents 

will continue either as partners or as new providers. The resulting manifestations for 

small universities are dramatic or the number of new educational providers is explod- 

ing. Small universities have difficult choices to make as they struggle with their vision 

for the 2 1 st century. 

Historically, it has been acceptable for small institutions to eagerly solicit funds 

from alumni, but it was not as acceptable to partner with the corporate sector. But 1 

ask: Does something like the Educational Summit provide opportunities that small 

institutions can afford to miss in light of the financial and political trends today? 

A Few Unresolved Global University Issues 

No matter how closely 1 try to view the implications for small universities, 1 

continue to wonder about the big picture. 1 question ifsmall institutions can survive 

seming local markets only, especially in light of present political and economic influ- 

ences. 1 feel it is wrong to avoid thinking about the role of small institutions within 

both the local and global picture. If smaii institutions are part of the global market, 

many unresolved issues either directly or indirectly must affect these institutions. 



Oualitv Assurance 

Quality assurance, an issue of monumental concem in academic circles, is 

starting to be addressed globally from both the academic and corporate world. In 

1996, the Global Alliance for Transnational Education (GATE) was founded as a 

medium to address issues of quality assurance for educational programs which cross 

national borders (GATE, 1997). The founders of GATE include world-wide educa- 

tional leaders plus corporate giants such as the Coca-cola Company and Jones Inter- 

national Ltd. USA. The mission includes exploring issues associated with the mobility 

of credentials and academic credits; providing access to global networks and informa- 

tion on educational offerings; developing pinciples of good practice; and recognition 

of world class education and training. To me, it is striking to note the alliances created 

for these global issues. 

Standardization and Accreditation 

The Commonwealth of Learning (COL) is leading two quality assurance initia- 

tives. The COL, established by the Commonwealth Heads of Government to encour- 

age the development and sharing of open leaming and distance education resources 

and technology, has developed guidelines for students selecting distance courses 

outside their jurisdiction and guidelines to assist institutions in collaborating for 

course development and delivery (Communiqué, 1997). Their development of policies 

and procedures will enable receiving institutions to make judgments on courses f'iom 

other providers. While we struggle in Atlantic Canada to accept credit transfers fiom 

among our neighbouriag institutions, the COL proposes to establish a "Common- 

wealth credit bank." 1 ask: Do srnail univenities want to be included in this global 

trend towards quality assurance? 1s there a place for small universities with unique 

programsl Or are smali universities too smali to be considered? If so, do they in fact, 

have a role in the global marketplace? - 



Communication technology ~ O O ~ S  continue to change daily in complexity, 

capacity and compatibility. It is difficuit to predict how small universities will be able 

to teach even a decade fiom now as we witness the convergence of multi-media. With 

the tremendous growth in technology infrastructure, there is a growing need for 

international technological standards. In conjunction with standards is the expressed 

need for research and identification of best practices in teaching and leaming. But 1 

ask: Can small universities walk the technology road alone? If not, how will they 

meet this expressed need of the workforce and continue to attract the new leamers? 

Communication technologies provide the capacities for new international 

relationships with students, classes, institutions and corporations. As some might 

consider the loss of identity with globalism, others point out that leamers can gain 

increasing respect for others as people share views from other communities, countries 

and cultures. 1 ask: 1s this shared learning something small universities value? Cm 

they provide a sirnilar leaming experience on-campus? 1s this one of the benefits of 

broadening our student base? 

CIassrooms and Curriculums 

In the modem era, single-mode institutions could afFord to be exclusive and 

insular. Classes held in a set space were conducted by faculty members who had 

control over their inteilectual property. Gradually, classes moved into the adjacent 

communities and regions as dual-mode institutions which offered both conventional, 

continuing and distance classes. Inventions such as telephone, radio, transportation 

and television brought synchronous distance education to the community. Classrooms 

changed from one room including a l i  levels of education to single rooms with each 

level of education, al1 conducted within the local community. In the post-modern era, 

the changing time and space of mixed-mode education, either asynchronously on-line 

or synchronized at distibuted sites, creates a new picture. Presently, converging 



technologies enable people to link individually or collectively with a global cornmuni- 

ty. 1 ask: How do small universities adapt tû the new time and space of hybrid class- 

rooms? How are faculty members süpported for their use of new technologies? How 

are faculty issues, the definition of teaching load for example, evduated in light of the 

different combinations of real and virtual communication? 

In conjunction with this explosion of information, available at Our fingertips, 

the myth of the expert teacher is fading (Munitz, 1997). One faculty, one discipline or 

one institution cannot be the source of ail knowledge in one field. If faculty members 

are to integrate technology into their teaching, the tearn approach to course develop- 

ment offers collective expertise either within or among institutions. The public de- 

mand for interdisciplinary courses is leading to the creation of new degrees. Faculty 

can contribute to this pool of resources with courses. But I ask: How are small insti- 

tutions going to recognize the changed role of the instructor? How will their intellec- 

tua1 property be valued? 

The many unresolved issues are only briefly described in order to point out the 

significance and complexity of a few of the challenges for small universities as they 

plan strategy for the Zlst century. These shifts are disturbing, creating confusion and 

unbalance in organizations that have traditionally responded slowly to change. Con- 

versely, the shifts provide new opportunities, new ways of thinking, new ways of 

educating and opportunities to forge new partnenhips. While the change process is 

difficult, 1 ask: Do not the ultimate reaults depend on the attitudes and perceptions of 

the university community? Haughey (1 996) claims t hat communication technologies 

are providing a thnist to force higher education changes that cannot be stopped. If she 

is correct, I ask: Can small institutions embrace this change and be leaders in renewed 

modes of education? Has not the role of educators always been one of questionhg 

and challenging? 1s it the role of adult educators to l e m  their way out of challenging 

situation? 



S u m n i w  

A Bright Open and Distance Light 

Daniel 11996) argues that the convergence of computing, telecommunications 

and the cognitive science as knowledge media is the third generation of distance 

education course design. He highlights several common concems for conventional and 

distance education and suggests that knowledge media could help universities address 

these new challenges. In the process, he notes that a large percentage of the world 

still relies on print and correspondence matenals. The longevity and reliability of pnnt 

closely matches text characteristics of new computer technology programs and merit 

attention. New technologies have the potential to blend knowledge and comrnunity 

through virtual and real conversations. Not only can richness in instruction and inter- 

action be achieved, but there is more access to resources than ever before. 

At MS W, the graduate adult education faculty and students experience this 

richness through the mixed-mode approach of Open Leaming. On-campus and dis- 

tance students are combined for a one-way course offering. Location is irrelevant as 

they technically link for weekly seminar discussions. Using specially prepared pnnt 

materials and synchronous and asynchronous communication, the faculty and students 

ernbrace and enhance the third generation distance course design principles of Open 

and Distance Education. To me, it is an educational mode1 with enormous potential 

for higher education in the future. 

As the fog clears, small universities must launch a rocketship into another 

academic year, and into the millennium. How will they do it? 1 ask: Why not point 

first to one small university adapting to change and recognize the excitement of em- 

bracing teaching dong with technology and sharing the benefits with others, internaiiy 

and extemdly? Celebrate those that choose to say 'Why not!' to the new fkontier. 



Chapter Six 

Implications for Mount Saint Vincent University 

Introduction 

Mount Saint Vincent University is on the verge of its 125th amiversary. These 

125 years have seen tremendous changes both in society generally and education 

specifically. The institution changed from an academy run by the Sisters of Charity to 

educate girls as teachers, to a corporation educating males and females in twenty-nine 

disciplines. It has also undergone changes in the perceptions of student needs, appro- 

priate cunicula, teaching styles and technological tools. Over this period of time, the 

institution operated with a variety of forms of financial support. 1 should not expect 

the next 125 years are going to be any different. The institution shall have to change 

to reflect new changes in society. Occasionally, I wonder if there will be an institution 

125 years hence. If so, 1 wonder how it will be supported, who the students will be, 

what disciplines will be offered, and what will be this institution's role within the 

Nova Scotian context. 

In this final chapter, 1 return to take a closer look at the implications at M S W  

of a number of issues in this thesis. Although 1 discuss these issues under the three 

headings used in the thesis, of blurring in technology, pedagogy and institutionality, 

the categories and the debates probably also gets blurred as the issues interlock. 

Institutional Shiftinp; to a Mixed Mode 

Fallow and Robinson (1995) state that the mixed mode can be perceived as a 

threat; however, in reality, it offen tremendous opportunities to universities that adopt 

this approach. The graduate adult education program used a mixed mode approach to 



large geographical area, were seeking education so they could provide further educa- 

tion to their colleagues in education, health, cornmunity and economic developrnent. 

The results produced a powerfbl synergy for students, faculty and administrators as 

multiple forms of communications were incorporated into the program. 

Fallow and Robinson also suggest that the mixed mode is an efficient way to 

maximize resources of people, premises, student and staff time. These are some of the 

same challenges facing the Mount in this period of rationalization. If M S W  embrac- 

es and advocates this mixed mode &if€, there are potential benefits as well as con- 

cems. For example: 

Space - Linking students from several distance sites or at home, shifts the 

principal location of study fiom the university prernises. This could reduce 

some of the overall space pressures on the university. 

Class Time and Space - Student in mixed mode classes use distance materi- 

als, generally previously prepared lecture materials. The students require 

less cIass/group contact time since lectures are presented in advance; they 

work independently. With less class time required, this reduces pressure for 

classroom space. Classes using this mode cut classroom time requirements 

in haif While costs in premise resources are saved, costs are incurred by 

the purchase or production of course materials. 

Small Classes - Sornetimes M S W  does not have adequate enrolment in 

either a conventional or distance course. Small conventional classes, corn- 

bined with a few distance students, can result in an efficient use of human 

resources for the institution by preseming course offerings that rnight have 

had to be cancelled in either or both cases due to low enrolments. If cours- 

es of low class enrolment are offered as a result, the university benefits. 

Student receive the course they require, faculty are employed, the institu- 

tion maintains enrolment, and a program continues. 



Student receive the course they require, faculty are employed, the institu- 

tion maintains enrolment, and a program continues. 

Subject ivlâtter Expert - Students and faculty could gain access to national 

and international subject mater experts. Expens that institutions usually 

could not afFord to bring to a campus could be accessible via technology. 

Diversity - The mixed mode combination of conventional and distance 

students provides al1 students a broader range of views. The students may 

be al1 ages, working and not working from a vanety of countnes and cul- 

tures. Shared worldviews and respect is increased as a diverse group of 

people Iearn from each other. 

Convenience - The mixed mode, like open and distance education, contrib- 

utes to increased study options for people with physical disabilities, small 

children, irregular work schedules, and other lifeworld limitations. At the 

same tirne, it can increase university enrolment. 

Intemathg Communication Technologv into Pedagogl! 

Gamson (1997) in Compter conferencing: The post-indariai uge ofdis- 

tance education, suggests that computer conferencing places greater emphasis on 

social context and interaction in the construction of personal and public knowledge. 

The constructivist approach to constructing meaning and validating understanding is 

possible through a variety of advances in communication technology. Cornputers and 

now computer networks such as the Intemet and the WWW provide cost-effective, 

sustainable communication in synchronous or asynchronous time. Gamson States that 

computer conferencing has the potential to radicaiiy reshape learning at a distance. 

Just as the printing press radically changed teaching in the past, 1 believe computer 

networks are the cusp of a wave that shall change teaching for the future, regardless 

of the form of the hybrid classrooms of the future. 



conferencing. Audio-conferencing sowed the seed of the post-industrial technologies 

in open and distance education (Garrison, 1997). Computer conferencing represents 

another significant link to enhance learning capabilities. The WWW transformed 

computer conferencing fiom a single media of text to a multimedia environment. With 

the Web, leamers can share references, photographs, sound recordings, e-mail, shared 

environments of chat rooms and virtual reality environments. At present, there is 

limited evaluation on the relationships of the multiple forms of interactions, but 1 

cannot help but think that this variety in communication options complements the 

recognitions by Myers (1980) and Briggs (1979) that people prefer to l e m  in difFer- 

ent ways. Teaching using the new multimedia technologies complement the variety of 

learning preferences. 

Using these new methodologies results in new implications for the university. 

For example: 

Faculty - By embracing teaching with advanced technology, faculty teach 

differently. Faculty may no longer lecture. Group synchronized discussion 

time is less then the traditional lecture approach; it may be half the time 

presently scheduled for weekly classroom lectures. But their interaction 

time with students is also different. Responding to e-mail, voice maü, and 

participating in listserv groups in addition to written feedback on assign- 

ments requires a dBerent assessrnent of faculty workload. We need a new 

yardstick. 

Student - Shifting fiom a teacher-centered, teiIing-listening approach to a 

leamer-centered experience requires students to be more responsible. 

Students need to articulate theû goals and expectations if they are seeking 

relevant leaming. Many mature students are very specific on expressing 

their needs. 1s this responsible approach healthy? It fits the expressed needs 

of employers seeking employees who think cnticdy and creatively in these 



rapidly changing work environments. How do we recognize the new stu- 

dent and employer needs? 

Cumculum - This educational requirement for meaningfil and worthwhile 

leamhg rnay be disturbing to faculty who are used to contio!ling a set 

curriculum. The growing trend for a more flexible curriculum appears 

unavoidable as the students' smorgasbord of course options grows. One 

institution cannot offer al1 options, and if one resists discussion concerning 

course flexibility in choices, students may simply choose courses elsewhere. 

Technology - Which subjects are best suited to a print base? What technol- 

ogies are appropriate for teaching the course? What are the benefits to 

students? If faculty want to integrate technology into teaching, what sup- 

port exists for faculty to make this happen? How is the preparation time 

recognized? We need new ways of centralizing technology into teaching. 

Garrison suggests there is value to the students participating in both the spon- 

taneity of the verbal cornputer conferencing discussions and the reflective, precision 

of written communication that is consistent with higher order thinking and cognitive 

development. If critical discourse is feasible in a variety of combination such as face- 

to-face and cornputer-conferencing, what is preventing us from explorhg and sharing 

these rich options with our students? 

If some of the answers to these complex questions corne back to resources, 

rnaybe it is time to reconsider the examples of other Canadian educational providers. 

If you recall, many are planning collaborative ventures and partnerships with both the 

corporate sector and other higher education institutions. Why? Maybe the initial 

inf?astmcture costs were a factor. Maybe they acknowledged that we can no longer 

provide a l l  things to all people. Maybe it is tirne to reconsider how we support the 

institutions of the firture. 



In closing, as 1 reconsider al1 the reading for this thesis, one of the most salient 

points to me was the change in thinking at Mount Allison University. According to 

MacLean Magazine, one of the highest ranked, traditional universities in Canada is 

moving to mixed mode this fall. Five years ago, they had a few scant correspondence 

courses with no interaction. They skipped the second generation of distance education 

and, four years ago, they joined the TeleEducation NB consortium and received fund- 

ing to develop distance materials on CD ROM. Since that development, they delivered 

courses with other educational providers of the consortium to distance students at the 

University on the Miramachi. Now, due to lack of sufficient human resources, they are 

offering courses in a mixed mode this acadernic year. If it is acceptable with one of 

Canada's leaders, is it not acceptable at the Mount? Consider how this university is 

facing the challenges for renewal of the campus with distance education. 

1 suggest that it is not only acceptable at M S W  but, as distance leaders, Our 

mode1 should be shared with others. Educational supporters, such as MPHEC, need to 

know. It is one small way Our university is coping with diminishing resources in trou- 

bling times. At the sarne time, we have faculty with 'new teaching with technology' 

expenence to honor and serve as role models to others, both intemally and extemally. 

1 argue in this thesis that, during the last decade, the Open Leaming Program 

at M S W  experienced a transitional shifl to the third generation of open and distance 

education due in part to recent advances in communication technologies. The conver- 

gence of telecommunications, television, and computing is producing a multimedia 

environment for distance education that is unprecedented. This shift has enabled a 

revolution in distance course design which has increased the control of the Iearner, the 

degree of dialogue, and the depth of thinking skiils (Kauhan, 1989). 



This transformation to the third generation of open and distance education 

empowered faculty members and administrators to offer courses one-way only, as a 

combin~tion of distance materials and methods with the conventional on-campus 

class. When courses were offered in this mixed approach, the institution progressed, 

using Fallow and Robinson's terminology (1995) fiom being a dual-mode to a mixed 

mode institution. The distinction between distance education and the traditionai class- 

room bluned. 

There are several critical incidents that contributed to these shifts to the third 

generation of distance course design in the Open Leaming Program and to the evolu- 

tion of the institution to mked mode. They are as follows: 

Course development teams, ofien formed by complete departments, con- 

tribute not only to the course materials but to a holistic understanding of 

the Open Leaming concept. 

Pnnt materials are the foundation of this program, similar to many distance 

programs, and can be adapted to new technologies such as the WWW. The 

written word will remain a foundation in the near future for less developed 

countries. 

The first sign of mixed mode occurred when M S W  faculty requested the use 

of the print materials for their on-campus students. The first sign of the third genera- 

tion occurred when weekly seminar discussions were incorporated into distance 

courses with audio teleconferencing and audio-graphic teleconferencing. The mixed 

mode was incorporated with the introduction of the Graduate Adult Education course 

offerings through the Open Learning Program. The openness of the adult education 

faculty, their integration of several modes of technology with the pedagogical ap- 

proach, and the needs of today's leamers resulted in this institutional shift. The con- 

vergence of learning and cognitive sciences with computing and telecommunications 

technologies, also termed, 'knowledge media' (Daniel, 1996) and not available a 

decade ago, provides a medium for conversation and community simiiar to university. 



Technology holds many challenges and opportunities for higher education 

institutions. The greatest challenge for universities appears to be in rethinking their 

role within the new paradigm. The era of lifelong Ieaming and flexible educational 

providers are disruptive to the traditional, rigid system of the past. Difficult adjust- 

ments are required if higher education providers are to meet the demands for a more 

fluid, inclusive system. The learners of today have the control. They can choose pro- 

grams, technologies, and institutions. The opportunity is there for higher education to 

respond, and knowledge media will help universities respond. This is uncharted tem- 

tory, but 1 believe it offers great opportunities for the future of universities. 
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